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Eight schools sign covenant Safety issues,
Agreement eases transfer of students' college credits
menu choices
define Wolfe
Scott Swecker
The BC News

With the goal of making higher
education more accessible, the
presidents of eight Northern
Ohio universities and community
colleges signed a guaranteed
admissions covenant on Wednesday.
The covenant makes transferring from a two-year community
college to a four-year university
easier, without any loss of course
credits.
"The agreement is the final
drop of glue that cements our institutions together in a seamless
fabric of post-secondary educational opportunity," said Frank
Horton, president of the University of Toledo, one of the universities involved in the agreement.
Other participating schools inThe BG Nc» r Koii Wcltlncr
clude the University, Cuyahoga
Community College, Lakeland Representatives of community and four-year colleges stand in front of a covenant, allowing credit
Community College, Lorain from two-year community colleges to transfer more easily to four-year institutions. The representaCounty Community College, tives met In the Student Union of the University of Toledo.
Northwest State Community College, Owens Community College public higher education system have made transferring from cational goals in a cost effective
and Terra Community College.
is the best that it can be," said school to school difficult in the manner.
"Through this collaborative, University President Paul Ols- past.
partnership agreement, the two- camp on a written statement.
"The covenant helps students
Philip Mason, vice president
year community colleges and the Olscamp was unable to attend the more efficiently accomplish the for University Relations and
signing
because
he
was
out
of
Important outcome of educa- University representative at the
four-year public universities are
tion," said Roy Church, president conference, said this agreement
making a commitment to work town.
The covenant is an important of Lorain County Community represents an important comtogether to enhance educational
opportunities for Ohio's resi- step toward in removing any in- College. He also noted that it will mitment to the future of public
dents, and to ensure that Ohio's stitutional barriers that may help students achieve their edu- higher education in Ohio.

Debate
to cover
campus
matters
Jim Barker
The BC News
Candidates for Undergraduate Student Government president will have an
opportunity to wrestle with
the major campaign issues
during an
open debate tonight at 7.
The defa a t e ,
s p o n sored by
Pi Sigma
Alpha, the
political
science
honorary, will take place in
Room 1007 of the Business
Administration Building.
The candidates will answer questions forwarded
by a panel of student organization representatives.
Following a short intermission, the debate will
continue with an open
forum segment where students may question the
candidates.
Pi Sigma Alpha treasurer
Bruce Purdy said the honorary offered to sponsor
the event, but there were no
concrete plans for a debate
at the time.
"About three or four
weeks ago, Pi Sigma Alpha
expressed an Interest in becoming involved with the
USG debates," Purdy said

Jim Barker
The BC News
Jason Wolfe, candidate for
Undergraduate Student
Government president, is a
man who lives for the moment.
His energy is a force in itself. A recipient of the AilAmerican Scholar award,
Wolfe has immersed himself
in a number of activities - on
campus, locally and nationally.
Wolfe graduated from
United States Space Camp
with honors and has served on
the University's Food Operations board as a spokesman for
vegetarian menu options.
He represented the University at Yale University's Campus Earth Summit and serves
as Environmental Action
Group's representative to the
Undergraduate Student
Government.
His vision for USG includes
the upgrading of University
cafeterias, the improvement
of recreational facilities, and
the extension of Campus Escort service hours.

Jason Wolfe
"The food on this campus
absolutely sucks," Wolfe said.
"Students should have the
choice of items like organic
fruit and fresh vegetables and
better grains."
"I worked with the Food
Operations board last year and
I helped them to rewrite the
menu so that there were at
least some vegetarian options
at every meal," he said. "This
is a serious issue. We've got to
See WCX Ft, page fix.

Trial of University professor begins
Wood "took something that can
never be replaced," says prosecutor
Joe Boyle
The BC News

The prosecution rested their case in the rape trial of a University
assistant professor today.
Floris Wood, represented by attorney Scott Coon, is charged with
rape and gross sexual imposition of his then-six-year-old female
neighbor.
According to the victim's mother, authorities became aware of the
alleged crimes in August, after the victim told a friend she "had a big
secret."
Wood County Human Services was Immediately notified, and after
an investigation by the Wood County Prosecutor's Office, a search
warrant was executed on the Wood residence, Bowling Green Police
Detective Brad Connor said. The search netted only a book authored
by Wood, twoPtaygirt magazines and some notes with the victim's
name written on them.
In opening arguments, prosecutor Gwen Gebers alleged that on
about eight occasions Wood showed pornographic magazines and
videotapes to the victim and then performed sexual acts on her.
"The defendant put a pornographic tape in the VCR and knelt down
next to her and began performing cunnilingus," said Gebers. "Between August 1993 and June 1994 the defendant took from [the victim] something that can never be replaced."
Coon said Wood's house was always a mecca for neighborhood chilTk« BG Newi/Ron Wc Itrnt r
dren.
"[Wood] was never concerned or angry when children came over," University assistant professor Floris Wood (left) and his counsel, Scott Coon prepare to meet the possible jurors in the Wood County Courthouse Wednesday morning. Wood Is charged with alleged rape and
said Coon. "He was a patient man."
See TRIAL, page seven, gross sexual imposition.

The Boss takes top honors at Grammys
John Antczak
The Associated Press
LOS ANGELES - Bruce
Springsteen's brooding "Streets
of Philadelphia" won song of the
year and three other honors at
Wednesday night's 37th annual
Grammy ceremony.
The song, from the 1993 movie
"Philadelphia" about a lawyer
with AIDS, also won for best rock
song, best song written specifically for a movie or television
and best male rock vocal per-

song meant something to them."
formance.
Sheryl Crow was named best
"I'm not sure this is a rock
vocal. You stick around long new artist and also won a Gramenough and they give these my for her hit song "All I Wanna
things to ya," he said, drawing Do."
Tony Bennett collected his
laughs.
Springsteen, who earned an third consecutive pop performAcademy Award for the song last ance Grammy for his album
year, expressed appreciation in "MTV Unplugged" The album
an acceptance speech earlier In follows "Steppin' Out" and "Perthe night to "the folks who have fectly Frank," which rocketed
come up to me in restaurants or the 68-year-old singer back into
on the street who've lost their wide popularity after last being
sons or their lovers or their honored with Grammys in the
friends to AIDS and said this 1960s.

Love to You," the popular hit recorded by Boyz II Men.

Transcending award categories, the song "I Swear" brought
All-4-One the Grammy for best
pop vocal performance by a
group or duo and was named best
country song for the version recorded by John Michael Montgomery.

Boyz II Men claimed the R&B
album trophy for "II." Tool
Braxton won the female R&B
vocal performance for "Breathe
Again."

In rhythm and blues, jack-ofall-trades Babyface won Grammys for best male vocal performance for "When Can I See
You?" and for writing "I'll Make

Bonnie Raitt, whose flagging
career was revived in 1989 with
her multi-Grammy-winning
album "Nick of Time," won the
best pop album award for "Longing in Their Hearts."
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CITY
A national expert spoke
to hundreds of students,
faculty and staff
Wednesday about crime.
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Students can obtain
internships for the Black
Swamp Art Festival.
Page 6.
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The men's basketball
team lost to Miammi 6336, only scoring 16 secondhalf points.
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BG's finest earn
admiration, hugs
The Bowling Green Police Division released its 1994
annual report earlier this week and the news is
really pretty good for the University.
Most violent crimes are down, rapes have fallen by
almost SO percent while other sex offenses are down by
18 percent. Robbery has decreased, burglary is down by
24 percent and so on and so on.
The News hopes that the Bowling Green Police Division retains its focus on keeping violent crime off the
streets.
Unfortunately, with every up comes a down, with
every ray of sunshine comes a cloud, and with every
rainbow comes a storm.
Driving under the influence violations increased by 56
arrests, juvenile arrests were up more 200 percent,
overall police division activity increased from 20,987 incidents to 23,220, and criminal arrests increased by 331
people.
These incidents take up valuable police time when
they could be out fighting the major crime that afflicts
every city.
Another bit of information gleaned from the annual
report is that due to this crime increase and the resignation and injury of other officers, the Police Division
has fallen short of its goal of community policing.
The new type of policing that is sweeping the nation
would allow officers to patrol a beat on foot This would
give residents a chance to get to know the officers in
their community, and a chance for the community to become chummy with the officers.
The News believes this would cut down on the number
of frivolous complaints that the officers have to deal
with on a day to day basis. It would then allow them to
concentrate on the bigger problems, such as violent
prime.
Community policing will further reduce the amount of
violent crimes in our city.
' But overall, it seems the B.G.P.D. have been patrolling
a pretty safe street. And with the addition of a couple of
new officers due to the levy, we can rest easier knowing
that we live in the second safest college community in
the state of Ohio.
While this doesn't mean that we can walk everywhere
in the dark by ourselves, it does mean that University
students should take a second and pat the officers on the
back - maybe, even hug them if you get the chance. Because, overall, they do a pretty good job.
Copyright ©1995 by The BG News. Reprinting of any
material in this publication without the permission of The BG
News is strictly prohibited.
The BG News is an independent student voice founded
in 1920 and is published daily during the academic year and
Wednesdays in the summer.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of
the student body, faculty or University administration. Opinions expressed in columns, cartoons and letters are not necessarily those of The BG News.
Letters intended for publication must be between 200300 words long, typed and include the writer's name, phone
number and University affiliation, if any. The BG News
reserves the right to edit any and all letters.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the
paper of any errors in the stories or photograph descriptions.
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It seems as though most conservatives have this desire to return to the "good ol' days." After
taking a deeper look, you can
only ask yourself one question "Why?"
It seems as though the "good
ol' days" weren't always so good.
Sure, the American society overall may have had more respect,
courtesy and tact, but when considering the tradeoffs, those
things dont really matter much.
In the "good ol' days," there
was, along with the aforementioned diplomacy, extreme racism, sexism, and oppression. It
seems as though if you weren't a
"White Anglo-Saxon Protestant,"
life just really wasn't dealing you
a fair hand. And not only was it
only good for WASPs but also for
only male WASPs. Women were
still stuck in the home for the
most part, and decent career opportunities were far and few between. If anyone out there is saying "That's when a woman really
knew how to treat her husband
right," you've got some serious
misconceptions in your head.
The prejudices in the "good ol'
days" weren't limited to those of
a different skin color, either.
Catholics, European immigrants,
and those of the Jewish denomination were also discriminated against.
Granted, we still have our
share of prejudices and stereotypes today. All the "isms" of society are still present, only it is
not accepted when someone
makes a judgement based on one
of them. It's still not as good as

countries that we come into contact with. But, wouldn't at least
one or two be nice?
I'm not much of a believer
when people like Rush Llmbaugh
say things like "America is
king." I find that hard to believe
when, at one time, the President
of our country was testing radiation on mentally handicapped
people without their knowledge.
We currently produce more
waste than almost all of the
European countries combined
and we consume 25 percent of
the Earth's resources. The only
thing America is, it seems, is a
big, greedy slob.
Also, no matter how many
times it comes under fire, I do
have some admiration for this
new age of "political correctness." While it is true that too
much of this could be a bad thing,
possibly resulting in some loss of
the freedom of speech, I am glad
that groups which are traditionally looked down upon are
receiving some more respect.
Remember, conservatives,
G.O.P.'s and avid dittoheads of
the world, just because someone
has a different viewpoint from
you, it doesn't necessarily mean
that they're wrong. If you're going to preach on some "good ol'
patriotism," remember that our
country was founded on the basis
of freedom for everyone, not just
for a few. Rethink your position
before you make the wish to take
away the few things that make
our country great.
Penny Brown is a weekly columnist for The News.

fifteen minutes a long wait at the
Bursar? Fifteen minutes Is a
miracle, believe me.
Maryann M. Pinckley
Senior
Secondary English Education

display, that we ev'jn have 28
days out of an entire year. If the
history books recorded America's history accurately, then we
would not need 28 days to celebrate Black History, but we
would be included in the history
of this world throughout the
year.
When white people often ask
what they can do to help blacks in
their struggle for equality, I say
nothing. It Is not we who need
your help, it Is you who need to
help yourselves. Educate yourselves so that you don't go running around with your foot in
your mouths like Keyes.
Before you start talking about
anything. Including history,
make certain you know what you
are talking about, and if you don't
know what you are talking about
then you need not sign your name
at the bottom. If I was as ignorant as Keyes I would have been
ashamed to sign my name at the
end of something like that.
The worst part of the entire incident is that she really thought
that she was helping the black
race. She doesn't know enough
about our history to help us. So
what I would suggest is that you
learn more about something before you go spreading your
dlsease around. Ignorance is contagious. However, It Is one of the
few diseases in which we can
cure ourselves. Pick up a book
and kill the virus.
Terra L. Holmes
Junior
Editor-in-Chief
The Obsidian

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR
Letter about foods
taken out of context
This University was meant to
be an institution of higher learning. Higher learning would inherently imply the ability to read
a letter and analyze the material
within. Certain members of our
college community have done
just the opposite.
Roark Littlefield, in his column
"Those darn conservatives"
from Wednesday of last week,
quotes a letter which my roommate and I co-authored on the
subject of a little dispute over
food choices. He quoted a phrase
that, taken in context makes perfect sense, would have you believe we wanted the serving of
foreign food stopped because we
didn't like it.
The letter said no such thing, it
said we wanted the diverse menu
of foreign foods being served to
play less of a role in the daily
menus. Having a diverse menu of
non-foreign food was the main
point. This cockamamey manipulation of opinions is the kind of
"journalism" The Newsis famous
for.
Of course, noting who he works
for, we can forgive him, right?
The other member of our openminded community who aired
disgust at the letter is Jamie Yeo.
He wondered aloud if DelSignore
and Wieber are "American"
names. In response, I'd like to
know what an American name is.
We are Americans, not foreign
exchange students or first generation immigrants, but men
born here, by our parents born
here, by their parents born here.
He then goes an unfunny step
too far, by referring to "American" food as being corn bread
and buffalo meat. This form of
unlearned, juvenile, ignorant
stereotyping is the same Intellectual farce that Carl Rice and Ian
.Martinez just finished feuding
about over the "Soul Dinner."
Before you write anymore letters
please do us all a favor and rid
yourself of the Immature stereotypes that you thrust upon the
University In your asinine letter.
Mike DelSignore
Freshman
Criminal Justice

Commuters do not
see empty spaces
I am writing In response to

i

eliminating them altogether, but
It is some kind of progress.
I also certainly enjoy the fact
that I can talk more freely on any
number of given issues. I can talk
to my mother about sex, converse with my friends about religion and speak my political
opinions to just about anyone that
I want to.
I enjoy my freedoms. I enjoy
my opportunity to have any career that I want, to play any sport
that I want and to wear jeans in
public. I dont believe that I treat
people with any less respect than
my grandmother did -1 only believe that I have more of a spine.
I was watching the evening
news when a certain G.O.P. candidate vying for the 1996 presidential seat made his appearance. He said something along
the lines of "We don't need

anyone wearing beads and sandals telling us how the education
system ought to be," obviously a
crack at the democrats and liberals of the world.
Mr. Candidate, I have some
news for you. You want us to go
back to the "good ol' days" and
are under this false impression
that our current education
system is fine. If our education
system is "fine," then why are we
so far behind so many other
countries in science and math
scores?
It also seems as though the
conservatives want us to return
to having more "good oldfashioned patriotism." The only
thing is that they're getting patriotism confused with ethnocentrism.
For instance. If
someone comes here from a foreign country, either as a visitor
or as an immigrant, they are immediatly expected to know our
language. But, If an American
goes to a foreign country, these
people generally know English,
and it doesn't seem as much of an
expectation for us to learn the
native language of that land.
Case in point: take a look at any
of the times that the President of
the United States has visited a
foreign country. Then, take a
look at when a leader of a foreign
nation has come here. More
times than not, that leader knows
English. But rarely, if ever, does
our President know the native
language of that particular country. I do realize that even the best
of diplomats can, In no way, learn
all of the languages of all of the

Penny Brown's column that appeared on Feb. 23. Unfortunately,
Brown is living up to her selfproclaimed title of "an ignorant
... student."
She did make a good point
when she said most commuter
students rely on their cars to get
to campus, but as far as her view
of commuter parking lots resembling vast wastelands of concrete, I am afraid I disagree. As
she is an on-campus student, I am
not sure how often she drives by
the commuter lots, but I can definitely assure her that when I (a
commuter) am trying to find a
space, there are never "droves of
empty spaces."
As for "the worst space in a
commuter lot [being] better than
the vast space in any of the oncampus lots," I have an explanation. Commuter students rely on
their cars to get to class. We are
the ones who have to get up an
extra thirty (or more) minutes
early, just so we can drive to
campus, only to cruise lot after
lot to find a space. I, for one, have
never seen a lot with droves of
empty spaces. If Brown could
reveal to me where this magical
place is, I would definitely appreciate it.
All I can say to Brown is this deal with it. Someday maybe you
will live off-campus and will understand my viewpoint.
As for Brown's other complaints, I'm afraid she's really
stretching for something to
whine about. First, since when is

Black history month
needed in society
I have written in response to a
recent Letter to the Editor that
you published entitled "Complaining makes no sense on issue." I would first like to state
that I am the Editor of The Obsidian, the African American student publication an campus. As
an African American women
first, and as an editor as well, I
feel that your establishment
made a very poor judgment call
when you placed this letter In
your newspaper. I'm sure that
you all would argue freedom of
speech, but I argue that we free
ourselves from ignorance, which
is exactly what this letter presented.
Jennifer Keyes wrote this article In regards to Black History
month. She feels that we, as black
people, should be thankful for
our 28 days out of 365, because
"Someone thought enough of us
to set aside an entire month just
for us." Thank you, Keyes, for
making that apparent to us.
Anyone with an awareness of
American history would know
that It is because of the hatred,
the inequality that Europeans
have displayed and continue to
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University will commemorate Dorothy
Gish
The Gish FUm Theater at the
University will remember the
late Dorothy Gish on the 96th
anniversary of her birth on
March 11.
To commemorate her birth,
the theater will feature three
f Urns directed by D. W. Griffith at 8 p.m.
The films are "The Musketeers of Pig Alley" and "The
New York Hat," both made in
1912, and "The Lady and the
Mouse," made in 1913. All
three feature Lillian Gish as
well as Dorothy Gish.
Local pianist Michael Peslikis will accompany the film.
Admission to the event Is
free and open to the public.

Lively arts calendar

University artist-inresidence will present a piano
master class at 4 p.m. in Bryan
Recital Hall of the Moore Musical Arts Center on March 4.
Hollywood Comedies of the
1940s continue with the 7:30
p.m. showing of "The More the
Merrier" in the Gish Film
Theater. Jean Arthur, Joel
McCrea and Charles Cobu rn
star in the comedy on March 4.

THEY
SAID IT
"I was working at my computer when I
heard this noise and I knew it could
only be a high-impact accident."

■Marlon Brando, actor, talking about saving two
men who crashed their car near his home
NATIONAL Weather
The Accu-Weather* forecast for noon, Thursday, March 2.
LlneatafnralanianiarnparMuni zoo** tor today

Man pleads guilty of
stealing underwear

Venti da Camera, the faculty
woodwind quintet at the University's College of Musical
Arts, will give a free concert at
4 p.m. in Bryan Recital Hall on
March 5. Selections will Include "Quartet in D minor" by
Georg Philipp Teleman, "Suite
en Quatre" by Claude Arrleu
and "Divertimento for Five
Winds" by Mel Powell. Flutist
Judith Bentley, oboist John
Bently, clarinetist Edward
Marks, bassoonist Jeffrey
Lyman and horn player Herbert Spencer are members of
the quintet.
The University International Film Series continues with a
showing of the 1991 AustrianGerman film "Malina," directed by Werner Schroeter at 8
p.m in the Gish Film Theater
on March 6.
The University Jazz Combos
will give a free concert at 6
p.m. in Bryan Recital Hall on
March 7.
Music for Bowling Green at
the Manor House continues
with a performance by the
University Trombone Ensemble, directed by Paul Hunt, at
7:30 p.m. in the Manor House
of Wild wood MetroPark in
Toledo on March 7.

10»

"I can't believe a student at Cedarville College would do something like this," she said.
College spokesman Doug Miller said Meeder was not currently enrolled at the school.
Stigers said Meeder was a
former Cedarville student.

CEDARVTLLE, Ohio - A man
pleaded guilty Wednesday to a
charge stemming from the theft
of women's underwear from the
laundry room of a Cedarville College dormitory.
Bakery CEO dead
Daniel Richard Meeder, 25, of
Cl if ton, pleaded guilty to misNAVARRE,Ohio- Ernest
demeanor theft in Xenia Municipal Court. He was referred to the Nickles, who turned his family's
tiny bakery into a $150 million
probation department for a prebusiness baking bread for nine
sentence investigation.
states, has died of complications
Since last spring, underwear
from stroke.
has disappeared from the launNickles died Tuesday. He was
dry room at Cedarville College's
87.
Printy Dormitory and the comNickles, chairman and chief
munity's only coin-operated
laundry.
executive officer of Alfred NickActing on a tip, police last week les Bakery Inc., worked almost
searched the suspect's apartment six days a week until the stroke
on Jan. 16. He walked the several
and found 257 pairs of panties,
three bras and three slips, Police blocks from his home to the NaChief Keith Stigers said.
varre bakery every morning, said
company President David Gard"He admitted right off the bat
ner, Nickles' brother-in-law.
to stealing the underwear,"
Nickles began working at the
Stigers said. He said Meeder told
business in 1925. His father had
police he did it for "kicks."
The maximum penalty for mis- founded the business 16 years
earlier, taking over a confecdemeanor theft is six months in
tionery and expanding it Into the
jail and a $1,000 fine.
Meeder declined Wednesday to bread business.
comment on the charge.
Ernest Nickles oversaw an c x
pansion of the business to Include
Tonya Bowling, a senior at the
college, said she had 10 pairs of
bakeries in Martins Ferry, Lima,
underwear stolen during
and Fremont, and Elkhart, Ind.
The company now employs more
Thanksgiving week.
than 2,000 people and sells baked
At first she thought it was a
goods in Ohio, Indiana, Michigan,
joke. Then she found out about
Pennsylvania and West Virginia.
the arrest.
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1995

Twenty-two years ago today, the
University Board of Trustees
authorized $12,775 for additional
lighting facilities on campus.
The lighting was installed on
buildings in hopes of deterring crimes
and personal violence.

■manna

FALCON HOCKEY FRIDAY VS. LAKE SUPERIOR/SATURDAY VS. FERRIS STATE
Home regular-season finales! Mascot Beheadings! Seniors Farewell' Easy Admission!

University Presidential Candidates
HOW TO GET STUFF CHEAPER.
(WITHOUT POSING AS A SENIOR CITIZEN.)

4
4
4
4
4

Check expiration dates.
If it's going bad tomorrow, it's
probably on sale today.
Look for product flaws.
A scratch or a missing button means
bargain savings at the register.
Go generic.
Same as name brands, without the
cartoon mascots.
Buy in bulk with friends.
Connect the leftover boxes to make
a human Habitrail*
Use a Citibank Classic card.
If you find out you didn't pay the lowest
price, Citibank Price Protection can pay
you back up to $ 150."
"Naturally, conditions and exclusions apply. Learn all
about it when yoj become a caidmember.

Presentation & Open Forum
113 Olscamp Hall
324 West Bldg., Firelands
An opportunity for all interested individuals
to hear a brief presentation from the candidates and
to interact in a question and answer format
John R. Darling

MARCH 2,1995
1:00-2:30 pm

David G. Carter

MARCH 6,1995
1:00-2:30 pm

Betty Turner Asher

MARCH 9,1995
1:00-2:30 pm

Sharon A. Wallace

MARCH 13,1995
1:00-2:30 pm

Sidney A. Ribeau

MARCH 15,1995
1:00-2:30 pm

Lee B. Jones

MARCH 27,1995
1:00-2:30 pm

Live community broadcasting via
Wood Cable Channel 24
Resumes of the candidates are available for viewing in
Vice Presidential offices, Reserve Room of Jerome
Library, Firelands College Library, Faculty Senate
office, Graduate Student Senate, Undergraduate
Student Government, and the local GOPHER network.

Campus
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Panelists target civil rights
Discussion revolves around revolution, reconciliation
Ann L. Snyder
The BC News
Revolution or reconciliation?
This was the question posed at
the panel discussion presented
by the Black Student Union and
The Obsidian Tuesday night.
Issues and concerns covering
these topics and how they are related to Malcom X and Martin
Luther King were brought up by
panelists Marwan Tantash, Daniel Gray-Kontar, Cheklta Hall
and William Wilkins.
Although panelists did agree
that Malcom and Martin were
very prominent figures in the
civil rights movement, they did
not all see eye to eye on the actual effects the two had and the
manner in which they got their
work done.
The topic of whether or not
Martin was too "soft" of a leader
to be effective was discussed and
debated throughout.
"We as African-Americans got
soft after we got some civil
rights," said Wilkins, junior history major at the University.
"This can be contrasted with

Leah D. Barnum
The BG News

TheBCNawi/KlllrRIf*
Manuel Vadlllo comments on the differences between Martin Luther King Jr. and Malcom X during the
Revolution and Reconciliation forum Tuesday evening. The forum was presented by the Black Student
Union and The Obsidian.
Malcom's technique of saying
things others wanted, but could
not or did not."
This statement by Wilkins was

met with great debate by com- time to do reading and studying
mentator Ethel Young.
on Malcom and Martin," Young
said. "You need to see that these
Young said revolution and rec- two were not opposed and they
onciliation were not two separate are more similar when you look
entities, but rather they are at all the things they accominterrelated, just as Malcom and plished in their lives."
The discussion continued with
Martin were.
arguments concerning what the
"This information is all readily revolt was against and what is
available to those who take the was for.
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This Week at the
College of Musical Arts
Bowling Grean Stata University

BSSU

On:
Individuals
recovering from
alcon^Candotfier
2nd family
memSersof
recovering
"
individu^^tviff^
discuss their
experiences

Friday. ManB 3. 4 p.m.
Guest ArtlsC Cleveland Duo with
Saxophonlsfljames Umbla
Bryan Recital hill. Free

»

Saturday, March 4, 4 p.m.
Jerome Rale Piano Master Class
Bryan Reciufl Hall, Free
i

Sunday, March 6, 4 p.m.
Faculty Artist Series: Venti da Camera
Bryan Recital Hall, Free
Tuesday, March 7, 6 p.m.
Jazz Combo*
Bryan Recital Hall, Free

Moore Musical
Arts Center Box
Office open
weekdays noon-6
p.m. Call 372-6171
or 800/589-2224
for tickets. 24-Hour
Music Concert
Hotline: 372-8888

Wednesday, March 8,8 p.m.
Faculty Artist Series: Hong-Mel Xiao, viola
Bryan Recital Hall, Free
Friday ft Saturday, March 10-11,8 p.m.
Bowling Green Opera Theatre: Cost Fan
Tuttt or The School tor Lovmrs
Kobacker Hall. S

Have you Heard the News?
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March 3, 9pm
BGSCI Ice Arena Lounge
FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE
Sponsored by the Women's Studies Program

>.

•••an in Mexico*

Two Brand New Buildings at

For Fall of 1995
February 11-March 26
Over 50 photographs documenting African-Mexican culture.
Artist talk: Tony Gleaton on Friday. March 3 at 7:30 p.m.

Greenbriar Inc.

Red Cross would like to thank
everyone who helped us
collected over 600 pts. of blood
in the February Blood Drive.
American Bad Cross

Campbell Hill
•Full Basements
•Air conditioning

Roger Thibault is convinced
that by leaving their cars at
home, people could help
change the world.
Evidence suggests that
global warming is a worsening
problem. Thibault suggests
that there are ways everyone
can help slow the damage.
Although Thibault's position
on global warming is controversial among experts, evidence stands behind him.
"My understanding of the
data — as they are interpreted
by scientists - Is that the
overwhelming evidence is that
global warming is a reality,"
said Thibault, an assistant
professor of biology at the
University.
This year's mild winter is
proof of the problem, Thibault
said.
More evidence exists in U.S.
government records that indicate a global warming problem. Evidence of a rise in the
mean global temperature
since 1890 was presented in a
1992 hearing before the U.S.
Senate Committee on Commmerce. Science and Transportation.
The hearing comprised evidence of several scientists
who have spent years on global temperature research. The
resulting document is titled
"Global Change Research: Indicators of Global Warming
and Solar Variability."
In an opening statement at
the hearing, then-Senator Al
Gore cited the scientists' evidence that the mean global
temperature Increase since
1890 is between 0.3 and 0.6 degrees Celsius.
That evidence. Gore said, is
consistent with the predictions of computer models of

global warming, which indicate much larger increases in
the next 50 years.
"We are spewing hundreds
of tons of greenhouse gases
Into the atmosphere every
year, and we are beginning to
see the effects light now,"
Gore said.
Thibault said there are
several ways people can help
to slow the damage by stopping the emission of greenhouse gases like carbon dioxide.
Greenhouse gases cause
solar heat to become trapped
in the Earth's atmosphere,
thus causing the mean temperature to increase.
People need to slow population growth, which contributes
to Increasing traffic, and stop
deforestation of the' tropical
rain forests, Thibault said.
On a more immediate level,
that means car pooling, walking or riding a bike when possible and avoiding multiple
and unwanted pregnancies.
It is also important for people to find alternate energy
sources, Thibault said, because fossil fuel combustion is
a major contributor to the
problem.
However, some experts believe Thibault is wrong - that
there really is no global warming problem.
Glen Frey, an associate
professor of geography at the
University, said this year's
relatively mild winter Is just
an example of the normal
fluxuation of the global temperature.
Frey said there are data to
suggest the earth is in a warming trend, but there are. also
data that suggest it's not.
"Which set are you willing
to believe? It depends on
which set you're looking at,"
Frey said.

San Francisco's
HOTTEST
Comedy Group

l'bol<W(tl>l.b by Tony (ik'(ih)ii

•2 and 3 Bedrooms
Washer/Dryer Hookups

Evidence finds
global warming
issue heating up

-♦Jody Gorris & Michael Sommerfield
•♦University Red Cross Members
-♦Greek Community
-♦Campus Organizations
-♦BGSU Faculty & Staff
-♦Parking & Traffic
-♦ NE Commons Management
•♦Management
-♦BG News/BG 24
-♦Marcos Pizza
-♦McDonalds
-♦Myles Pizza
-♦Kroger
-♦Paglias
-♦Barry's Bagels
-♦Papa Johns
-♦Pi Bendetto's
-♦Pisanellos
-♦East of Chicago
-♦Pizza Chef
-♦Little Caesars
-♦Polleyeyes
-♦Luca Pizza
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Speakerfocuses on crime

Off With Their Heads

Police forces must be upscaled; prevention is answer
1966, discussed the current developed and evaluated in order
crime bill as well as issues in- to see if they have positive or
cluding gun control, drug abuse negative effects. The procedure
and juvenile delinquency on the of evaluation may save money In
the course of some programs beA nationally known expert and state and local level:
He also said 100,000 more ing negative.
researcher of public policy and
Additionally, Wilson said In orcrime spoke about the crime bill, police officers are needed on the
the Brady Bill and other Issues
associated with crime as he addressed faculty, staff and
students
Wednesday in
James Q.Wilson
Olscamp Hall.
James Q.
expert and researcher of public policy and crime
Wilson, a
James Collins
Professor of
streets of America to reduce der for programs to be successmanagement
ful, Washington needs to gather
crime.
and public pol"Our police need to be moti- data and fund the evaluation of
icy at the Univated and appropriately the independent programs.
versity of California, Los Angel- equipped," he said. "We need
In reference to gun control,
es, spoke about "Crime in Amer- more Kojaks and not Don Wilson said he believes the
ica."
Brady Bill is the wrong debate
Knotta."
Wilson, chairman of the White
Wilson said crime prevention because many guns are privately
House Task Force on Crime in programs need to be researched. owned household guns.
Amy Johnson
The BG News

"Our police need to be motivated and
appropriately equipped. We need more
Kojaks and not Don Knotts."

"Guns are a threat when carried by those defending themselves or looking for a fight,"
Wilson said.
Wilson said youth violence has
increased 50 percent since 1985.
He said he believes this increase
is partially due to how children
are raised.
"Parents should not Ignore the
child's misconduct and should
worry about their child's early
signs of misconduct," Wilson
said.
A question and answer session
followed Wilson's lecture. Audience members addressed questions concerning the number of
criminals kept in prisons today,
research information dealing
with criminal activity and genetics, capital punishment and the
link of poverty and crime.
The lecture was sponsored by
the Social Philosophy and Policy
Center.
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Beheaded Sic Sic members Jason Peters (left) and Lynn Scheloske bask In the glory of being revealed to the world Wednesday
night at halftlme of the women's basketball game In Anderson
Arena.

Multi-national Awareness key to avoiding rape
classes viewed Statistics vary on assault frequency, but end result same
Lee Bust
The BG News
"John Wayne's voice is being dubbed In German," said Walter
Jager, a citizen of the Netherlands, referring to the lack of
strong bilingual education in Germany.
This, and many other different educational philosophies
among foreign countries, were discussed at the Classroom Assumptions Across Cultures conference on Wednesday.
The main purpose of the conference was to help foreign students at Bowling Green be better understood. A panel of foreign
professors was brought to the University to compare the educational concepts of their respective countries to the concepts
here.
"The concept of bringing international students to the U.S. has
been a major project since the turn of the century. Therefore,
we are aware of the many differences in the educational
systems around the world," said Shirley Ostler, assistant
professor of Engl ish and moderator of the conference.
One of the major topics of discussion in the panel was the relationship between teacher and student in different parts of the
world.
"In China, students are always taught to follow authority,"
said Yugin Sun, an American culture studies professor from
China. "Therefore, they all show respect to their professors."
That kind of respect exists In Russia, as well.
"In Russia, students are rarely allowed to ask questions during a lecture. It Is considered impolite to interrupt the professor," said Andrey Yuregin. a history professor from Russia.
Another topic was the financial aspects of foreign universities.
Polish professor Ryszard Legutko said, "The universities in
Poland are very poor and the professors are poorly paid. One of
the major problems is a lack of books."
"All of the Dutch universities are state funded and of the same
quality. The only difference between them is they specialize in
different subjects," Jager said.

"The purpose of these workshops are to provide a basic understanding of the sexaul assault
issue, area resources to assist
victims and information on how
to be a supportive person," Barth
said.

Heather Cvengros
The BG News

325 E. Wooster St.
Across from Toco Bell
&
( Behind Victorian Salon )

11 TANS FOR $25 • 25 TANS FOR $45
with coupon

"There was a lot of discussion.
People were impacted by the
video," she said.
The workshops educate faculty
and staff on how to deal with students who come to them for help.
"It's a responsibility to students to be aware of these situations and a responsibility of the
faculty to be able to help and
care for the needs of the students
during recovery," Hoffman said.

Rape: the engagement of sexual conduct by force or threat of
force.
Studies indicate anywhere
from one in three to one in 10
women will be sexually assaulted
In her lifetime, especially during
her college years.
Valerie Barth, sexual assault
coordinator at the University's
The next workshop is March 7
Prevention Center, said most
Barbara Hoffman
from
11:30 a.m. until 1 p.m. at
rapes happen between people
nurse clinician for University Health Services
who know each other.
College Park. Two other meetings will take place April 10 and
Students who experience an
"The number of occurrences May 11.
assault may need support and asA video titled "Playing the
Barth said she gives advice on
sistance, and a faculty or staff Game" portrays rape occurlng should not be a factor," said
member could help, she said.
between two people who know Hoffman. "If an assault happens how to be more cautious of sexonce, it is a problem and it needs ual assault.
Barbara Hoffman, nurse clini- each other.
"Know yourself and set your
The participants rtisniiw three to be dealt with."
cian for University Health SerThe first workshop, which took own limits before you find yourvices, said it is important for stu- main factors that contribute to
dents and staff to be aware of the likelihood of sexual offenses place Wed. Feb. 1, was success- self in a situation where you later
do things you regret," she said.
- socialization, communication ful, Barth said.
this issue.
The University's Coalition and alcohol.
Presentations will consist of a
Against Sexual Offenses is sponsoring workshops for University team of two facilitators, Barth
faculty and staff that will deal said.
"One will be a staff administrawith sexual assault.

"The number of occurrences should not be a
factor. If an assault happens once, it is a
problem and it needs to be dealt with."

You Can Learn A Lot From A
Dummy.
Buckle Your Safety Belt.

BCW3TCt

Exams are near

Mill Mill Mill Mill Mill

Mill M'll Mill Mill Mill Mill t-

TheSisters of AOII Proudly Present the Graduating
Class of 1995

ULTRA TAN

tor and the other will be a first
responder, someone who is
trained in dealing with sexual
offenses," she said.
Barth and Hoffman said they
believe there is a sexual assault
problem at the University.

Noelle Mohr
Carin Nardecchia
Lisa Patton
Jen Pecchio
Gay Anna Ponsor
Kathy Schmid
Angie Schwab
Lisa Stevens
Tracey Susong
Tonya Thome
Angie Thompson
Christy Travise

Kim Baker
Cindy Bialecki
Evan Chatfield
Briana Creech
Angie Dixon
Callene Faidiga
Kristin Gamary
Amy Halda
Amanda Her riot!
Jen Hicks
Jenny Kelch
Jen LaFene

YOU'VE SEEN THE REST,
NOW CHECK OUT THE BEST.

WINTHROP TERRACE
APARTMENTS
Limited number of One & Two Bedroom
apartments at three great locations available with:
Ceiling Fans
- Free Private Campus Shuttle
Two (2) Pools
- Furnished or Unfurnished
Air Conditioning
- 24 Hour Maintenance
On Site Laundry Facilities
Gas Heat, Cooking, Water, Sewer, Trash Pickup Included

Kris Van
GOOD LUCK SENIORS!!
Mill Mill Mill Mill Mill Mill Mill Mil

Mill

Office Located at: 400 E. Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

HAIRU CANARY)
Is Proud To Announce Their
NEW HAIL TECHNICIAN

LORI
"sVoOoff" "
Anv New Set Of Nails

With Lori
Expiration 3/17/95

1-800-USA-RAFT
(;ill Today for an Appoinlnii'iil 354-1477.

Cheat, New, Notkhudcy, Nantahafai * Oeoee HWl
.
fO Box 277 • Rowk*uri.WV 2*425
.
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POLICE

Black Swamp Festival Toledo
]=£ 1 otter seeks summer interns to host
health
march

■ A Fourth Street resident reported to police Feb. 22 he had
been assaulted at the corner of
Court and Main streets. The victim had a "golfball-size goose
egg" on his forehead, according
to police.
■ Police received a complaint
Feb. 22 about a suspicious woman
trying to flag down cars on East
Gypsy Lane. Police reportedly
found it was just a young man
waiting on a bus.
■ On Feb. 22 a motorist from
Perrysburg reportedly struck
another car on North Main Street
while swerving to avoid a falling
traffic signal.
■ A Fourth Street resident reported to police Feb. 22 someone
broke into his apartment with a
broken pencil. Nothing was reportedly missing.
■ Police received a complaint
Feb. 22 about an elderly woman
driving erratically on East Wooster Street The woman reportedly
went over the curb three times
on Mercer Road and almost hit
several parked cars.
■ On Feb. 22 police investigated an alarm going off at
The China Restaurant on North
Main Street. An employee reportedly said she heard the alarm
but did not know what it was.
■ A South Prospect Street resident reported to police Feb. 23
someone stole a poodle from his
car, which was parked near M.T.
Muggs on East Wooster Street.
The poodle was reportedly found
later near the Fine Arts Building.
■ A Clough Street resident told
police on Feb. 23 her husband
threatened to "lay her out" if she
entered the house.
■ On Feb. 23 a Falrvlew Street
resident reported to police
someone left a message on her

answering machine that said
"F— you." The woman reportedly received a second call that
started out like a wrong number
but then became obscene.
■ An employee of Brathaus on
Court Street reported to police
Friday morning that he received
a threatening phone call from the
irate parent of an underage drinker. The caller reportedly said
her child was at home sick.
■ Friday afternoon police investigated a reported smell of
marijuana coming from a Fairview Street apartment. Police
reportedly could not smell anything except buttered popcorn.
■ Police received a complaint
Saturday morning from a Clough
Street resident who said someone
was urinating on his apartment
window.

I A person wearing a Richard
Nixon mask was reportedly seen
stealing a pizza from a Papa
John's Pizza delivery truck
parked on North Main Street
Saturday morning.
■ Police investigated a complaint of a loud party In a High
Street apartment Sunday morning. The apartment's resident reportedly told police she had
heard someone trying to break in
so she turned the radio up very
loud.
■ A North Grove Street resident told police Tuesday that a
secret organization called "Mystique" was plotting a conspiracy
against her. The woman reportedly said "they" have buried her
brain several times, talked to her
through the walls, told her to slit
her wrists and forced her to
commit crimes. Police reportedly told the woman to stop bothering them.

DAYS UNTIL
SIMtlNG ICItl Vk!
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Nicole Pankuch
The BC News

Students who will remain in
Bowling Green this summer and
would like to earn resumebuilding experience might consider interning for the Black
Swamp Arts
Festival.
The Black
Swamp Arts
Festival will be
offering 13
interships, in
conjunction
with the University Cooperative Education Office, in
various areas including fine arts
management, business administration, marketing and graphic
design, said Jim Tinker, festival
chairman.

Students are also needed for
internships dealing with visual
communications, journalism,
public relations and demography. Tinker said.
"We need people experienced
in demography to conduct surveys at the festival, and we need
people in public relations,
whether It's writing press
releases or designing ads," Tinker said.
The Black Swamp Arts Festival is an annual conglomeration
of art, music and food in downtown Bowling Green, and occurs
the weekend after Labor Day in
September, Tinker said.
The festival is seeking interns
this year mainly to fulfill specialization purposes, Tinker said.
"We've got a lot of people on
committees, but we need more
people to focus on particular aspects [of the festival]," Tinker

said.
While gaining valuable experience as a festival intern this
summer. Tinker said students
would have a flexible schedule,
so it would be easy for interns to
fit It into their summer.

Thousands of Toledo
Area residents will "take it
on the arches" when the
March of Dimes holds its
25th annual WalkAmerica.
The event will take place
on April 30.
"I'm walking for all of the
babies who will be bom
healthy as a result of March
of Dimes research, education and community programs,"said Gerald Galvin,
chief of the Toledo Police
Department.
Galvin will join teams
from corporations, schools,
civic organizations and
clubs to walk in WalkAmerica.
No team exists at the
University, according to
March of Dimes division
director Lynnette Werning.
"I'm trying to find a captain for a BGSU team,"
Werning said. "We have a
team made up of BGSU
alumni, and it would be
great to have current students involved too."
The March of Dunes'
achievments have included
early research in the development of sufactant therapy to treat respiratory distress syndrome and the
creation of Neonatal Intensive Care Units, which help
premature infants survive.
More than $769 million
has been raised by WalkAmerica, according to
Laura Kronmann, TeamWalk chairwoman for WalkAmerica 1995.

Students interested in applying
need to send a resume to the
Black Swamp Arts Festival in
Suite 142 at 525 Ridge St., or apply at the Cooperative Education
Office.
"We Just want to make contact
with people," Tinker said.

Contract costs students
accrue interest charges while a
student is still in school.
House Speaker Newt Gingrich
Students who receive loans is spearheading the effort to pass
from the federal government the proposed contract.
may want to read the proposed
Gingrich stated in an interview
"Contract with America" very
with The Boston Globe last month
carefully.
Students, staff and faculty at he believes Peil Grants insult
universities and colleges across students by insinuating that they
the country are organizing via are too lazy to pay for their colWorldwide Web in opposition to lege educations.
Berry said it is important for
the "Contract With America
proposed by republicans in the citizens to look beyond the retoric and language of the Repubnew Congress.
Ellen Berry, director of the lican proposal. She said the plan
Women's Studies department, affects many programs besides
caught wind of the nationwide federal student aid, including
concern through the Campus Ac- deep cuts in aid to single mothtion Network Right-Win* Alert. ers, nutrition programs for lowBerry said students and educa- income women and children, and
tors need to scrutinize the pro- new restrictions on immigration.
"I don't think the issue is savposed contract.'
"There's probably not one of us ing money," Berry said. "I think
who isnt effected in some way," the issue is gutting all the liberal
programs in this country,"she
Berry said.
The proposed Contract with said.
Crystal Kile, a student of
America suggests changing student loan programs so the fed- American Cultural Studies, is aseral government will no longer sisting Berry in organizing a
movement on campus in opposition to what she calls the "Contract on America."
"We need to stop and look at
the state of politics in America,
as politics seem to tilt to the right
nationwide," Kile said.
Both Berry and Kile said they

believe the Contract with America is being rushed through the
process and is not receiving the
opposition it deserves.
"There are all kinds of implications growing out of the contract," said Kile. "Now it is time
to say whoa," she said.
According to Kile, 40 colleges
are on-line with the Internet and
are participating in the national
effort to oppose the Republican
proposal. Including Kent State,
Antioch College, and the University.
"You have the power to [oppose the legislation]," Kile said.
"All you need is an account," she
sold.

Andrea Wood
The BC News

JAIL-N-BAIL IS COMING

MARCH llTII 9-3 PM
GET TOUR DOLLARS OUT!
HELP TO PREVENT #
CHILD ABUSE
tl

Kile and Berry hope to build a
coalition of students, faculty,
staff, organizations and members of the Bowling Green community to plan and participate in
the National Day of Campus Action Against the Proposed Contract with America. They encourage interested persons to attend the open planning session
for the National Day of Campus
Action on Friday, March 3rd at 2
p.m. in the Union Campus Room.
Information on campus action
can be obtained through the
World Wide Web at URL
httpyAvww.bgsu.edu/ckile/coah

Preferred Properties
Management Co.

Rental Office 530 S. Maple St. Phone: 352-9378
Office hours - Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 4:30 pm
closed 12:00 - 1:00

Special Features:
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COUNTRY C WESTERN DANCE CLUD
PRESENTS

COLLEGE ID. NITE
EVERY THURSDAY
18 & OVER WELCOME FREE WITH VAJJD COLLEGE ID

bINE BANGING
DRINK SPECIAL
*WE ENTERTAINMENT
Take North 76 to Alexis Rd. Turn lea on Alexia.for two miles.
Located across from the Toledo Trade Center.
1860 W. Alexis , Toledo (419)869-0308

P •

880 + sq. ft. per aparlmont
2 bedrooms -1 1/2 baths
central Gas heating with individual
apartment control*
available furnished or unfurnished
L-shaped living-dining area with
balcony
Insulated window glass
sliding glass doors to balcony
fast recovery Qas watar haating
twin beds In each bedroom
built-in vanity In hallway
Inen closet
resident paid utilities
60 two bedroom apartments

wall-to-wall carpeting
sound conditioned Interior
cable TV available
■
kitchen coma* equipped
with a Gas range,
refrigerator, food wast*
disposal, stainless steal
sink
extra large closets
carpeted halls and Inside
entrance*
Ample off street parking
Gas-equipped laundry area
available in each apartment
building

All residents receive a membership to
CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA

ask about our other listings
\
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have better nutritional options."
Wolfe also said the possibility
of adding free weights to the
Student Recreation Center also
needs exploring.

"Every year, politicians tell us
how qualified they are and discuss the same tired issues they
will never do anything lasting
about anyway," Wolfe said. "I'm
Just a student with true heart
who is ready to kick some ass,
get students fired up and make a
difference for everyone now and
In the future."
Wolfe separates his academic
life from his social life through
exercise, regular consumption of
alcoholic beverages and the
viewing of vampire movies.

(Indoor komlod Iwimming pool, rauna. Hjdrm ■ Spa Whirlpool. compUu onortUo
oompmanl, compUe lockmr room arj ihoworfmcUUiu*.)

\ I
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Continued from page one.

"IVe talked with [Recreation
Center] director Richard
Bowers, and he's all for the idea,"
Wolfe said. "We need to work out
the Insurance issue. Students
might have to sign waivers."
"I want trained personnel in
there. [Recreation Center] employees are supposed to be supervisors, trainers. ". ney should
be making sure that people aren't
doing excercises improperly or
hurting themselves," he said.
Wolfe said his drive to exploit
life to the fullest and his fearless
attitude make him the right man
to lead USG In new directions.

NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER AND FALL

"VA"

WOLFE

tail

Enjoy Good Living in Piedmont and
Birchwood Place Apartments!
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Roark Llttlelleld
The BC News

"It would involve students in
opportunities they would not
normally get," said Sue Young,
assistant director of cooperative
education. "The idea of being involved in pulling off a program
as multi-faceted as this is a great
opportunity."
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Alpha Gamma Delta Proudly
Announces Its 1995 Spring Pledge
Amy Chubbuck
Class
Michelle Wright
Sarah Rogers
Lisa Maselli
Bethany Gadfield
Christin Coco
Tracy Todd

Alpha Camnu Delia
AFA

Kristin Bray
Deedy Devine
Amy Oetzel
Laura Heck

Congratulations!
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Brothers apprehended
for bludgeoningfamily

Success

Heidi Russell
The Associated Press

AP Photo/ Kcvork DJuiMliu

Members of (he group Boyz II Men, left to right, Shawn Stockman, Nate Morris, Wanya Morris and
Michael McCary, show off their Grammy awards for "Best Rhythm & Blues Album" Wednesday at
the Shrine Auditorium In Los Anfteles.

PHILADELPHIA - Two hulking skinhead brothers accused of
killing their parents and younger
brother were arrested Wednesday in Michigan after being
traced through a phone call.
Bryan Freeman, 17, his
15-year-old brother, David, and a
cousin were arrested in Hope,
140 miles northwest of Detroit
and 500 miles from the murder
scene, FBI Agent John Narvaez
said.
It was still unclear Wednesday
night whether the cousin, Nelson
"Benny" BlrdweU III, 18, was involved In the slayings, Lehigh

U.S. foreign policy debated
GOP promotes national focus, Clinton warns against isolationism
Donald M. Rothberg
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President
Clinton portrayed foreign policy
differences with the Republican
majority in Congress Wednesday
as a struggle between those who
want to continue U.S. leadership and "those
who advocate a
new American
isolationism."
"The new isolationists are
wrong," he said
in remarks
prepared for
delivery at a
forum sponsored by the Nixon
Center for Peace and Freedom.
Republican leaders preceded
him and Senate Majority Leader
Bob Dole criticized the administration for "misguided devotion"
to Russia and what he called a
failed policy in Bosnia and mistakes in dealing with Iraq and
North Korea.
Dole accused the administration of "timidity" for not threatening to veto any U.N. effort to
lift economic sanctions against

Iraq. Anthony Lake, White House
national security adviser,
countered that Dole's criticism
was "unfounded on the facts." He
said U.N. Ambassador Madeleine
Albright had told other governments that Clinton would veto
such a resolution.
Legislation passed two weeks
ago by the House that would cut
back U.S. support for U.N.
peacekeeping activities has been
attacked by the administration as
isolationist and likely to destroy
the United Nations as a tool for
dealing with trouble spots around
the world.
Clinton said the legislation
would "deny resources to
peacekeepers and even to our
troops and squander them on
Star Wars," the space-based
missile defense system first proposed by President Reagan.
He said the approach would
"weaken America. We must not
let the ripple of isolationism they
have generated build into a tidal
wave. If we withdraw from the
world today, we will have to contend with the consequences of
our neglect tomorrow."
There is far less support for
the legislation in the Senate. Dole
never mentioned the United Na-

tions or peacekeeping, but his
speech had a strong internationalist tone.
The Kansas Republican, expected to formally enter the 1996
presidential race in April, quoted
Nixon as saying that "the Soviets
have lost the Cold War, but the
United States has not yet won it."
Dole described a troubled
world that "will test America's
resolve and her leadership. If we
fail those tests, if we refuse the
mantle of leadership - any declaration of victory will be a long
time coming."
The senator recalled that he
was an early supporter of Boris
Yeltsin, back when the Bush administration was backing Soviet
President Mikhail Gorbachev.

But he said that Yeltsin "has
made serious errors and has
moved toward authoritarian
rule." He accused the Clinton
administration of misguided devotion to a "Yeltsin first" policy
that has "resulted in the loss of
tremendous opportunity to state
American concerns forcefully
before thousands were slaughtered in Chechnya."
He called for a new realism
toward Russia in which disagreements would "not be excused, ignored and minimized."
Dole also repeated his longstanding criticism of the administration for what he regards as
inaction in the face of Serbian
aggression in Bosnia.

Attention Spring Breakers!

LET'S Party!
Panama City from $139
Hotels Include:
Quad
Triple
Double
Boardwalk Beach $149
$189
$269
Holiday Inn
$169
$209
$299
Beachfront Accomidations!
Dail Free Drink Parties!
Wristbands for Discounted Club Asmissions!

Daytona from $159
Cancun from $399
Bahamas from $369
International Trips Include:

TRIAL
Continued from page one.

victim. "He would do it in his
bedroom and in his van."
The victim also said Wood once
tried to engage her in sexual
intercourse.
"He had me sit on him, and
he'd have my wee-wee touch his
wee-wee," said the victim.
Wood stared at the victim
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County District Attorney Robert
Steinberg said He was traveling
with the Freeman brothers when
they were spotted in Ohio, he
said.
The trio were being questioned
at Midland County Jail, Michigan
State Police at Bay City said.
Norm Donker, the Midland
County Prosecuting Attorney,
said the two older cousins will be
arraigned Thursday morning in
Midland
"I feel better now that they're
caught. There's no more fright,"
said the Freeman boys' maternal
grandfather, Nelson Birdwell.
He said another daughter and her
husband were in hiding. "We've
been in fear of our lives," Birdwell said.
The brothers are accused of
stabbing and bludgeoning their
parents and 11-year-old brother,
Eric, in Salisbury Township, near
Allentown, then fleeing with a
12-gauge shotgun in the family
car on Sunday night or Monday
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Daily Free Drink Parties!

throughout much of her testimony.
During cross-examination, the
defense attempted to prove
Gebers had coached the victim.
Coon asked the victim if
Gebers went "over with you what
happened," to which the victim
replied "Yes."

morning.
Dennis Freeman, 54, and Eric
were ambushed in bed. Brenda
Freeman, 48, was attacked downstairs near the boys' bedrooms.
The victims were discovered
Monday by an aunt who went to
check on them, worried about the
repeated death threats the boys
had made, police said.
The three were arrested
Wednesday evening at a home
they had previously called from a
motel in Ohio, Narvaez said. A
Michigan State Police SWAT
team stormed the house between
6 and 6:15 p.m., Salisbury Township Patrolman Stephen Shabaziansaid.
Police traced them to the motel
after a tip from a truck driver
who had heard reports about the
boys and recognized them, Shabaziansaid.
The elder Birdwell said the trio
had been videotaped in an Ohio
grocery store, and the tape was
shipped back to Allentown.

531-1311

THIS IS A
PARTY ANIMAL !

Endless Summer Tours
1-800-234-7007

This Buffalo is no dumb ox.
He knows how to have fun.
When he grazes, it's Buffalo
Chicken Wings in a spicy or
BBQ sauce, Pocket Pizzas,
Weckburgers or Beef-onWeek. When thirsty, he laps
up one of his favorite draft
suds (12 taps to choose
from) or bw-3's popular Beer-of-the Month.
For a friendly, relaxing place where you can
pull the tables together Go Party with the Buffalo.

GET WHAT YOU WANT
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Call Now!
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Includes Two Individual
Side Dishes
and One Biscuit

HALF
CHICKEN
DINNER

■■

KROGER VIDEO CENTER
A uzW^fcttf MASTERPIECE

gfc

THE

LION KING
Kroger
Red Tag

'16.99
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__ __
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U.UU
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FinalCost
After Rebate
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Prices and Items Effective at Bowling Green Kroger Store, Feb. 27 thru Mar. 5,1995.
COPYRIGHT 1995. THE KROGER CO. QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED. NONE SOLO TO DEALERS. SAVINGS REFLECTED OFF KROGER
EVERYDAY PRICE 'DOUBLE COUPONS UP TO 50*. DOES NOT APPLY TO CENTS OFF COUPON8 ISSUED IN STORE. SEE STORE FOR DETAILS.

FOOD & DRUG

TREAT YOURSELF...TO HOMESTYLE GOODNESS TODAY AT KROGER!
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Miami women outlast BG, 82-76
Shade's 30 not enough
Dave Fellner
The BG News
Like the little engine that
could, Bowling Green's women's basketball team had a big
hill to climb.
But unlike that fictional story, the Falcons live in reality.
The reality
Wednesday
night was
that BG dug
themselves
too deep a
hole against
Miami and
fell to defeat,
82-76.
The win
keeps Miami
(13-4 MAC, 17-8 overall) in
third place, one game behind
Ohio and Toledo. The Falcons
(7-10,9-16) remain in sixth.
The Redskins led by as many
as 17 in the second half before
BG mounted a comeback. Michelle Shade, who tied her career high for the third time in
five games with 30 points, fired
in 18 points in the final 15:35.
But the comeback was foiled in
the minutes on a key call by the
officials.

With two minutes left the
Falcons trailed by just five and
had possession when Miami's
Carrie Kent came up with a
steal. Following the steal Shade
was whistled for an intentional
foul, giving the Redskins a pair
of free throws and ball possession.
Kent hit one of her free
throws and on the ensuing possession Jennifer Wenclewtez
made good on a pair from the
stripe, giving Miami a 78-70
lead.
"That was a turning point
because Bridgett [Andrews]
was in the open court and I'm
not sure she wasn't fouled and
then we get called for an intentional," BG coach Jaci Clark
said. "That's really hard when
you're fighting that and the
time with only two minutes
left.
"We were coming back with
a lot of momentum and I'm not
sure we were out of gas at that
time," she said. "It was anybody's ballgame and I don't think
it was decided by the bailplayers," From there Lisa
Hayden and Meredith Shelley
put the game on ice, hitting 4-4
from the line in the final 30

seconds.
"I think we started out well,"
Miami coach Lisa Bradley said.
"Lisa Hayden did a lot of scoring, but we weren't getting any
defense There was a period at
the begining of the game where

we were just trading baskets
and we cant afford to do that."
But during that stretch of
trading hoops, the Falcons
were getting conventional
buckets while Hayden was doing her work from behind the
3-point arc.
Hayden opened the game
with a three and had two more
in the first two minutes as the
Falcons were on the ropes
early, 13-4.
BG fought back with a threepoint play by Nicky Heilmann,
a free throw from Charlotta
Jones and buckets from Shade
and Sara Puthoff to cut it to
13-12.
Hayden closed the first with
four treys and 14 points to
highlight a 56 percent (18-32)
shooting effort by the Redskins. Miami's Monica Neimann controlled the first-half
boards with 12, as many as the
entire Falcon team.

Niemann's 17 boards
leads Miami past BG
Scott Brown
The BG News

The BC Nmi/Ron Weltiner

Miami's Lisa Kovack puts up a shot between BG's Charlotta Jones (25) and Kristl Koester (31) during
the Redskins' 82-76 victory on Wednesday night.

Miami clinches MAC,
defeat Falcons, 63-36
Mike Kazlmore
The BC News
OXFORD - Miami hit the high
point of its season, while the Falcons fumbled their way to their
lowest point during the Redskins'
63-36 romp Wednesday night.
The loss drops BG to 16-9 overall including a
10-7 mark
against MidAmerican Conference competitor!. The Falcons, however,
still have a
chance to
clinch a home
court contest
for the first
round of the MAC tournament by
virtue of Ball State's loss to Kent.
If the Falcons beat Western
Michigan on Saturday and Ohio
beats Ball State, BG will host the
quarterfinal on Tuesday night.
Miami, staying a perfect 10-0
at Millet Hall, was presented the
MAC regular-season trophy by
Commissioner Jerry Ippoliti
after the game The Redskins,
poised to be the top seed at the
MAC tournament, now stand at
20-5,15-2.
"I am really the fortunate recipient of being around people
who like each other and know
how to win," Miami head coach
Herb Sendek said after receiving
the trophy. "[The players] have a
great deal of competitiveness
and focus and that's the reason
they have enjoyed the kind of
success they have had this

season."
For the Falcons, it was their
third consecutive road loss of
more than 20 points. It was also
their lowest offensive output
since the 1942-43 squad lost a
41-24 thriller at Dayton.
In fact, BG had more turnovers
(19) than field goals (13) for the
contest.
Without the services of leading
scorer Shane Kline-Ruminski,
who was out with a sprained ankle, the Falcons used a very deliberate game plan throughout
the first half.
For the most part it proved to
be successful as they only trailed
23-20 when the halftime buzzer
sounded.
"They took the air out of the
ball," Sendek said. "They were
making us play 35-second possessions at the defensive end.
Those few times they got a second shot it seemed like an eternity playing defense.
"What I was most proud of tonight was our ability to stay focused and play possesion by possession throughout the second
half until we were able to break
away."
And the Redskins broke away
in grand fashion.
After an Antonio Daniels layup
pulled BG within 10 at 38^28, the
Redskins went on a 10-1 spurt
over the next four minutes to put
the game out of reach.
Kenneth Bozeman, Miami's
sixth man, scored all five of his
points during that stretch - including a pick of Jay Larranaga
that ended in a one-handed Jam.

A Shane Komives 3-point play
cut Miami's lead 48-32, but the
Redskins finished the game with
another strong run. This time it
was a 15 to 4 stretch.
The Redskins were able to pull
away largely because of their 76
percent (16-21) shooting mark
from the field during the second
stanza.
"The difference between the
first and second half was that we
did a better job on offense," Sendek said. "We were a little bit
anxious in the first half. In the
second half we were all really on
the same page."
Devin Davis led the secondhalf charge by scoring 13 of his
game-high 21 points during that
run. Most of his buckets came
from point-blank range.
"Offensively Devin did a super
job in the second half," Sendek
said.
"But it's equally important to
recognize the players that were
getting him the basketball.
"That's really the beauty of the
game - it really takes a cohesive
'unified effort. When you have
that, you are successful, but if
any one spoke in that wheel gets
disjointed than you can run into
some scoring droughts.'*
Without their main spoke, the
Falcons had trouble generating
any kind of offense throughout
the night.
BG's inside attack was virtually nonexistent as Floyd Miller,
James Cerisier and Dayon Nlnkovic only managed to post a
combined five points on the
night

sat, pushing the lead from seven back to a comfortable 11.
Meredith Shelley, Miami's
other post, provided 12 points
overall and a pair of buckets in
the stretch.
Bowling Green had a couple
turnovers in the run, but they
were still unable to handle the
rebounding game.
"We had a couple of missed
rebounds," BG coach Jaci

Miami's Monica Niemann
had Bowling Green's rebounders for lunch Wednesday
night during her team's 82-76
win at Anderson Arena.
And dinner. And a midnight
snack.
Niemann's 17 rebounds and
adjoining 12 points were huge
for the Redskins as they stay
alone in third place in the MidAmerican Conference. She had
a dozen of those boards at halftime - just as much as the entire Falcon team.
"Offensively, she wasn't
really scoring for us but she
was getting so many rebounds
for us," Miami coach Lisa
Bradley said. "She was dominating the boards the first
half."
"It seemed like one of those
games where the ball just kept
bouncing to me when I was
standing underneath," Niemann said. "I felt real good reClark said. "Then we get the
bounding. I felt strong and I shot clock down and they make
had good position out there,
a shot at the last second. If we'and that helps."
re able to keep ball possession
Although the Falcons ended
up outboardlng the Redskins there, maybe things are
36-34, Niemann's presence was different **
"I have all the confidence in
especially troublesome for
Bowling Green as they attemp- the world in the players that
ted to make a second half play behind me," Niemann
said. "I think they are all great,
comeback.
and
I'm just as confident with
Only five of Niemann's
boards came in the second half, them on the court as I am when
but they came at crucial times.
Bowling Green, who couldn't
Men's Box Score
seem to catch a break the entire game, finally got one with BGSU 36
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8:19 to go in the game when
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for us."
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coming out of the ballgame, but
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I knew Lisa Kovack could do a
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good job,*' Bradley said. "She
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stepped up and did a nice job.
McCain
1-2
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She contained Michelle [Shade]
Headeno*
0-1
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and got a big bucket for us."
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f'hir**
TOTALS: 24-43 8-10 63 24 16 200
Miami outscored BG 104 In
PO»: .558. FT*: .800.3pt PO*: .636
the four minutes that Niemann

I'm there."
Niemann's 17 boards constitutes a career-best
Notes:
• Despite the loss. Bowling
Green still stays alone in sixth
place in the conference after
Central Michigan's loss to
Toledo. Miami remains alone in
third place, so a BG-Miami
matchup in the MAC quarterfinals on Tuesday seems likely.

"We had a couple of missed rebounds.
Then we got the shot clock down and they
make a shot at the last second. If we're
able to keep ball possession there, maybe
things are different."

'■'

Jaci Clark
BG women's head coach
• Nicky Heilmann continued
a late-season scoring spree
with IS points for the Falcons.
She is now averaging 11.2
points a game for the past five
contests.
• Charlotta Jones had IS
points and 10 rebounds for the
Falcons, continuing her solid
play of late. Her freshman
counterpart Sara Puthoff
cooled off on Wednesday.
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All-pro Sharpe sent packing Schott's'men'
The Associated Press
GREEN BAY, Wis. ~ Will Sterling Sharpe play again in the
NFL?
Nobody knows. But if he does,
it wont be for the Green Bay
Packers.
General manager Ron Wolf announced Sharpe's release Tuesday, saying it's too risky to expect the Packers' leading
receiver the past seven seasons
to play pro football after the
spinal-fusion neck surgery he
underwent Feb. 3.
"We regret that the Packers'
association with Sterling Sharpe
has come to an end," Wolf said.
The decision gives the Packers
relief under the NFL's salary cap
when they find a replacement for
Sharpe, Green Bay's career
leader in pass receptions.
It gives the 29-year-old Sharpe
the chance to sign on with another team willing to pay more
than the $200,000 the Packers offered him for this year, in hope
he can return in 1996.
And it leaves quarterback
Brett Favre without his favorite
target
Out of Sharpe's 29 100-yard receiving days, 19 have come in
tandem with Favre, the team's
starting quarterback since four
games into the 1992 season.
Favre, who left Tuesday on a
vacation to Jamaica, has completed 983 passes with the Packers and Sharpe has caught 294 of
them.
"(Favre) is certainly going to
miss him," said Favre's agent,
Bus Cook, who spoke with Favre
before the quarterback left Mississippi on his trip.
Sharpe's postseason surgery
was for a spinal Injury that kept
him out of Green Bay's two
playoff games.
His physician said over the
weekend there was a 90 percent
chance of the procedure succeeding to the point where Sharpe's
return could be possible in 1996.
Sharpe's agent, William
"Tank" Black, demanded the
Packers either raise the $200,000
offer for 1995 or release him.
His contract would have paid
him $3.2 million next season, part
of a six-year deal renegotiated

Sharpe caught S9S passes for
8,134 yards and 66 touchdowns
after joining the Packers as a
first-round draft pick in 1988. He
led the team in receptions every
year he played.
He surpassed James Lofton as
career leader in catches last
season, and his TD receptions are
second only to Don Hutson's 99 in
team history.
Sharpe set NFL single-season
records for receptions in 1992
(108) and again in 1993 (112),
when he was hampered all season
by a turf toe injury that required
postseason surgery.
Sharpe, who lives in Columbia,
S.C., suffered momentary paralysis to his arms after colliding
helmet-to-helmet with an Atlanta
safety on Dec. 18. He had another
nerve-type injury a week later
and was pulled from the lineup
for Green Bay's two playoff
games.
In the surgery, he had a twoinch by three-inch piece of bone
from his pelvis transplanted to
the back portion of his first and
second cervical vertebrae. The
bone fragment was held in place
by a wire and two screws on each
side.
Black said about IS NFL teams
called him Tuesday afternoon to
inquire about Sharpe.
Black said Sharpe had trouble
accepting the Packers' decision,
although he wasn't totally surprised by it.
"I think Sterling deep in his
heart didn't think the Packers
would release him," he said.
Meanwhile, the Minnesota Vikings re-signed wide receiver
Jake Reed, free agent linebacker
Lamar Lathon left the Houston
Oilers for the expansion Carolina
Panthers, Houston kicker Al Del
Greco had a tryout with the
Pittsburgh Steelers.
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stay following
housecleaning

after his brief holdout on the eve
of the season opener with Minnesota last year.
Black said Sharpe wanted half
the 199S salary, but was willing
to have payments deferred to
give the Packers some relief on
this year's salary cap.
Wolf cited medical evidence as
the key reason the team decided
instead to terminate his contract.
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The Associated Press
PLANT CITY, Fla. - The
Cincinnati Reds on Wednesday told 16 players to clean
out their lockers and leave
camp for refusing to participate in Thursday's exhibition
opener against the Cleveland
Indians.
General manager Jim Bowden said that 27 players
agreed to play. They were
cheered by owner Marge
Schott.
"You're not wimps out
there," she shouted when they
took the field for a workout.
"You guys are men."
Bowden, who declined to
meet with the media after
Wednesday's announcement,
had said players who refused
to play in spring training
games would be sent home at
heir own expense, but there

AP photo/Marry Cash

Wide receiver Sterling Sharpe is helped off the field after suffering a
neck injury during a game against the Atlanta Falcons Dec. 18,1994.
Reed, half of the most prolific
receiving tandem in NFL history,
signed a three-year contract
Tuesday, believed to be worth
about $1.8 million a year.
Reed caught 85 passes in his
fourth season. He teamed with
Cris Carter whose 122 receptions
set an NFL record for the most
catches by any pair of receivers
in league history.
Lathon, the Oilers' No. 1 pick
out of the University of Houston
in 1990, became the fifth unrestricted free agent to sign with
Carolina. He had a team-high 8
sacks last season for the Oilers.
"I felt after visiting the Panthers organization that this is
where I wanted to play," Lathon
said. "This is a first-class organization, and the people I spoke
with here are all committed to
winning football games."
The Panthers did not release
the terms of Lathon's signing.
Del Greco, whose missed
39-yard field goal in the final
second helped Pittsburgh win the
AFC Central title in 1992, said he
was not certain what to expect
from the Steelers.
An unrestricted free agent, Del
Greco made 16 of 20 field goals

last season for Houston. The
Steelers must get another kicker
if they do not re-sign free agent
Gary Anderson.
The New England Patriots are
expected to lose fullback Kevin
Turner, but will pick up defensive end Tim Roberts from the
Oilers.
Turner has signed an offer
sheet from the Philadelphia Eagles for $4,125 million for three
years, including a $1.5. million
signing bonus.
Turner is a restricted free
agent, so the Patriots have seven
days to match Philadelphia's
offer to him, but seem likely to
settle for the Eagles' third-round
draft pick instead.
Roberts, 6-foot-6 and 320
pounds, is a restricted free agent,
but the Oilers decided against
matching the Patriots' offer of $1
million for one year.
The Oilers will get New England's fifth-round draft pick this
year as compensation.
New England has about $7 million of its $36.5 million salary cap
available. Some of that might go
to sign Dave Meggett of the New
York Giants.
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Golden State
LA Clippers

W
42
37
34
30
28
16
10

L
13
16
19
23
25
37
46

Pet GB
.764 698 4
642 7
566 11
528 13
302 25
.179 325

Central
Indiana
Charlotte
Cleveland
Atlanta
Chicago
Milwaukee
Detroit

W
34
35
33
27
27
21
20

L
20
21
22
28
29
35
34

Atlantic
Orlando
New York
Boston
Miami
New Jersey
Philadelphia
Washington

W L
43 13
35 19
22 32
21 33
22 35
16 40
13 41

Pet GB
630
£25 600 1.5
491 7.5
.482 8
375 14
370 14
Pet GB
.768
648 7
.407 20
389 21
386 215
286 27
241 29

ggSfcys
19 6i over

Dogs

abin feier

Available for 1995-1996
— Over Downtown Businesses

NEWLOVE

W
12
12
11
9
6
4

The Reds have had players
report in several stages. The
64 who reported to camp
Wednesday morning were believed to be higher-level
players than previous groups,
and they were not asked to
participate in Thursday's
game.

104 S. MAIN* 353-0988

372-7839 M-W-P
BARB
372-7938
T-THUR8.

lllll
I I

Central
Detroit
St. Louis
Chicago
Toronto
Winnipeg
Dallas

Among those known to have
left camp were former major
leaguers Kurt Stillwell, Scott
Scudder and Rich Sauveur.
Among those remaining were
Mike Smith, Pedro Bourbon
and Motor Boat Jones.

Have her take
you to Dinner

LORRAINE

144 South Main
117 North Main
128 West Wooster
134 East Wooster#B
134 North Main #4
109 North Main-H
328 J/2 & 332 */2 S.Main
311 V2 S. Main - A & B

NHL

Western Conference

would be no other retaliation.
"Sixteen of 43 players in
camp were directed to perform in tomorrow's game and
refused," Bowden said in a
prepared statement. "They
became sympathy strikers
and were sent home. We will
not release names of those
who left camp, but they will be
available before tomorrow's
game."

-/

If] >mju /
.-. tf\-Jr' W'

10-40% Off StOrewide • Sale Ends 3/5/95
Lowe,
Jaiuporl,
ft Kelty
Backpacks-.

20% off
-II K-i

Save $15

SBRE-TEX

The Canoe Shop
YourOneStopOutdoorShop!
,,,

1

,

„

r.

—

1*0 South Klvcr Road

DUCK bWampOUtlltteiS w.wrvillc, Ohio 4J566-(419) 87S-3700

WE WOULD LIKE TO-^NpTQUNGE OUR SPRlt_
PLEDGE CLASS. CONGMTOLA|IO>B! / 7Amy Africa
v A^rjindaferossi
• Jessica Arquette^*^' ^ Heather ffolmes
Catherine j&rnacchia Michejij^ Klein
Jenny Burris
Lisa Pfgn^torQ;
Ju^g-Fenstermaker
Suzy$trock \
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Players
find new
places in
training

Senior ends career with splash
BG swimmer Lynne Rutherford caps off a career of persistence
Marty Fuller
The BG News

Dick Brinster
The Associated Press

The sport of swimming can
sometimes get tiresome, not
only to the fans who watch it,
but also to the athletes that
swim the parallel lanes over
and over again.
Lynne Rutherford, however,
refused to let the tedious side
of the sport pull her under. The
21-year-old Falcon swimmer,
who has just wrapped up her

Although he never wore one In
the big leagues, Rob Dibble was
easily cast as a bad guy wearing
a black hat.
Now, the 31-year-old reliever
appears perfectly colffed in the
black cap of the White Sox.
Whether he'll have an opportunity to wear it in Chicago or anywhere else in the major leagues
is yet to be determined.
Gone as a result of arm problems in recent seasons is the
100-mph fastball with which
Dibble terrorized the National
League during six seasons with
the Cincinnati Reds. At times, the
■ pitch proved too quick for many
major leaguers to hit.
"I'm back," Dibble said after
his first spring training workout
at Sarasota, Fla. But he wasn't
talking about his fastball, which
he says has reached the mid-80s.
Dibble, suspended six times
during his major league career
for a myriad of sins, says little
else has changed.
"My philosophy Is the same, to
go out there and win at all costs,"
he said.
That doesn't bother the White
Sox, who have signed him to a
minor-league contract with the
hope he can make it back to the
majors after the strike is settled.
Dibble won't be saving any
games for Cincinnati, but one
former Red has already saved
the front office some embarrassment.
Pedro Borbon, age 48 and IS
years removed from the majors,
signed for real Tuesday as a replacement player, threw in the
bullpen and declared himself
ready to pitch.
The Reds erroneously issued a
•

practice and competition anymore. She has left the last drip
of her swimming career in the
pool behind her.
The Toledo native concluded
her career this past week with
an impressive performance at
the Mid-American Conference
Championships. Her output
was the product of 15 years of
determination.
Rutherford began her
swimming career in a relatively safe way.

"When the team was down, Lynne had the
sense of humor to unite it and the
seriousness to keep it together."
Alicia Kelso
BG sophomore swimmer
career, is the only member left
of the swimming class that
started with five women and
three men.
"A couple of them dropped
out our freshman year for various reasons - whether it was
grades or just too much work,"
Rutherford said. "Most of the
others in the class just got sick
of it. They Just lost their love
for swimming."
It seems that the relationship
between swimmers and their
sport can easily be bruised, especially in the frail morning
hours. Rutherford and the rest
of the BG swim team had practiced twice a day, once at 5:30
in the morning and once at 2:30
in the afternoon.
"Lynne has been a very consistent performer for us," BG
head coach Brian Gordon said.
"You have to understand that
In this sport you have to put
forth a great effort each year
just to get back to the same
level you were at the previous
year."
Rutherford needs not worry
about those endless hours of

Sec TRAINING, r»g<-12.

"I started swimming when I
was six," Rutherford said. "My
brothers swam for a summer
league and my parents thought
it would be nice if I learned
how to swim because we always went out to a resort in the
summer and they didn't want
me to drown."
After her intiation, Rutherford began to swim in summer
leagues until she was nine
years old. She then joined a
local YMCA and swam with
them for a couple of years before moving on to a United
States Swimming club, which
catered to more serious swimmers.
Her coach in the USS club,
Ann Urschel, as well as the
sport itself, gripped Rutherford and kept her interests. She
went on to compete at St. Ursula Academy where she was
team captain, earned four letters and two district titles.
While in high school she also
began to experiment with other
sports.
"I ran cross country for one
season, but I got hurt so I had

to quit that," Rutherford said.
"I also tried out for the volleyball team, but my USS coach
didnt want me to jeopardize
my swimming career, so I had
to quit that, too."
After settling down and
sticking with the water sport, it
came time for Rutherford to
choose a college.
"Actually, BG wasn't on my
list of top schools to attend.
Brian Gordon kept at me on the
phone a lot - he was very persistent. So finally I decided to
take a recruiting trip here,"
Rutherford said. "On my trip, I
had a real good time and I liked
the team a lot. They were really together and very spirited."
While making the switch to
college, Rutherford had to
leave some friends behind.
During her years in the USS
and competing at St. Ursula's,
Rutherford befriended Alicia
Kelso, who swam for Bowling
Green High School.
"I had the opportunity of
competing against and the
privilege of competing with
Lynne. In a sport that is easily
discouraging, she has never
given up," Kelso said.
"We always saw each other
on trips and hung out together
- we got along real well,"
Rutherford added.
At the time, Rutherford
didnt know that Kelso, two
years her junior, would soon
follow her to BGSU. The two

friends and competitors would
be united as Falcons.
"Lynne has shown me what
collegiate athletics are all
about," Kelso said. "When the
team was down Lynne had the
sense of humor to unite it and
the seriousness to keep it
together."
"I try not to take things too
seriously," Rutherford said.
"If I have a bad race, I try to
overlook it and keep a positive
attitude I'm not as serious as
other athletes. I dont know if
that's a good thing or a bad
thing" Between her junior and
senior years as a Falcon, the
stress began to catch up with
her.
,
"It was tough for me during
my junior year, I kind of didn't
want to swim any more and felt
like I was getting burned out,"
Rutherford said. "I didnt put a
lot of effort Into the year because it was difficult for me to
balance my time."
As the season dragged on,
Rutherford finished it off with
a strong performance at the
MAC Championships.
"I worked hard, but not as
hard as I could have, and I still
did well, so I thought next year
I could work harder and drop
my times even more," Rutherford said. Her old friend was
there to help her through the
rough times.
"Alicia helped me through
last year. She was there to

listen to me and to cheer me
me
up," Rutherford added. In her
senior season Rutherford was
elected a co-captain of the BG
squad. On top of that she became an inspirational leader
and never showed It more than
in the Falcons' match with
Toledo.
Lynne gave the team a pep
talk before the meet.
"It wasn't any ordinary pep
talk," Kelso said. "This was
Lynne's last dual meet against
Toledo, her hometown, and she
wanted to beat them bad."
In the 200 freestyle, her best
event, Rutherford beat everyone by at least three seconds.
Although the team hit a down
year this season, Rutherford
stuck with the team and finished up strong at the MAC's
once again.
"It hasn't hit me yet that I
don't have to wake up at 5:15
every morning and get in the
cold water anymore. I'm really
happy that it's over because I
think my time has come to give
it up, but I don't have any regrets," Rutherford said. "I am
kind of happy to say that I
made it through four years of
Division I swimming."

LYNNE
RUTHERFORD
1995 MAC Championship
Event
500 Free
200 Free
200 Fly
800 Free Relay
400 Free Relay

Time
5:01.48
1:55.18
2:07.13
7:51.45
3:42.15-

Place
6th.
8th.
5th.
5th.
6th.

MASCOT BEHEADINGS SATURDAY... BASKETBALL (1:30) & HOCKEY (7:00)!
APPLICATIONS TO BE NEXT YEAR'S MASCOT NOW AVAILABLE AT 405 STUDENT SERVICES ..HURRY/

otVOVyfc

You're in Luck

'• Wilbur .footers wifh-Our ■'',

t0

There are still apartments available:
J*% Slick up Vn a large \Wety

• Field Manor Apartments - 5 left

^§§

• Frazee Avenue Apartments - 5 left ~^>
• 334 N Main-14 left
• Buff Apartments - Call

sun: a

SOL TII

Call or stop in for a complete listing of available apartments & houses
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Preside*
Recording]) bretary
Activities i
Treasurer
Philantl
Corresp\ ing Secretary
'.r Panhellenic Council
New Mi
[Social

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)
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Publicity
Sunshine and Ritual
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Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes, and
Apartments

Ull •>•>' tllllllllllllllilll'

Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of
complete details and speak with our friendly staff!
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)

We wish you the best of luck!
A

352-0717

\

Alpha Gamma Delta Proudly
Announces Its 1995 Spring Pledge
Class Officers
Amy Chubbucl
Sarah Rogers
Lisa Maselli
Bethany
Cristin
Tracy
MicheBe Wrigfi
Kristin Bray
~)evine
Amy Oetzel
Laura Heck

224E.wooster GreenbriarInc.

\
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\
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TRAINING
Continued from page 11.

news release Monday saying
they had signed Borbon. General
manager Jim Bowden later said
that the right-hander would not
be signed unless and until he

passed the physical exam.
Another former Reds player,
left-hander Tom Browning, who
authored a perfect game against
the Los Angeles Dodgers seven

years ago, auditioned for them seasons, fractured his left arm
Gene Mauch hopes to help
Tuesday.
while throwing a pitch last May Kansas City Royals rookie man9. The Reds did not pick up his ager Bob Boone find a smooth
The 34-year-old Browning, who option, making Browning a free road - unlike the one he traveled
has a 123-88 career record in 11 agent.
during 27 years as a major league

skipper. The 69-year-old Mauch,
back after seven years In retirement, will serve this season as
his former catcher's bench
coach.

Classifieds
CAMPUS EVENTS
—ATTENTION—
Golden Key Members
Happy Hours at Campus PoUyeyes
5-7 on Thursday. March 2
•ATTENTION"
Omicron Data Kappa Leadership Honor
Society is now accepting appiicaions.
These can bo pcxed up in 405 Studanl
Sennosa
DUE MARCH 141
Any ?■» - CalI Cal © 352-8423.
An invitation io fom Phi Upalon Omioon may
bt in your meilboxl Phi U it a najona) honor society In homo economics We aril be having a
maaong March 9 at 9pm in tha Galena of tie
AHE buildino. So check you mailboxes and
then come to the meeting!
ATTENTION MAY GRADUATES
Place yaur order tor cap and gown by March
31, 1808. Please place your order al the gift
counter in the Univanily BooksDte or by calling 2-2851. H placing your ordar by phona you
- mutt know your cap aiza. Graduation announcamentt ara available at tha Bookstore.
DEBATE BETWEEN USG CANDIDATES
THURSDAY, MARCH 2, 7 9PM 1007 BA
SPONSORED BY PI SIGMA ALPHA

FALCON RADIO AM 880 WFAL'a
BALLS OUT BINGO
Usrfsn March 7. from 84pm to
Tha Big Hairy Poaaa to win prtzeel
Pick up your bingo card al tha
WFAL aludlo In West Hall
From your modem rock authority
FALCON RADIO, WFAL

GAMESFAST
March 4.1 pm to Midnight
Education Building 2nd Door.
SI IO sign up/ $.50 raffles sold at the door. Includes Live Action Vamp-re. Banto tech 3055
and much more.
GET PUBLISHED NOW!
PRAIRE MARGINS
Tha Undergraduate Fine Arts Magazine
Now accepting submissions ol an. poetry, and
•coon. Place submissions In Prairie Margna
Mailbox 202C Umv Hal. Any Questions Call
Aimee© 353-0218
Ifs Time to Take a Triplll
Visit Sri Lanka
m ternalionaJ Students from Sri Lanka
will be presenting their country and their
culture to the students at BG
Come and experience tie sights
and see objects from Sri Lanka
Ask questions and Enjoy
Sponsored by the World Student Association
Friday March 3rd
7-gpm 11 th Fl. Onenhauer West

.(on us this evening St. Thomas Mora for an
•Evening of Reflection'with Fr. John
Graden.
>
Pot Luck Dinner al 6pm
Presentation by Fr. Graden: 'Programm ing
Your Lile with God' at 7pm
PART OF CATHOLICS ON CAMPUS WEEK

Multicultural Activities and Programs
Presents:
Exploring Africa
An International Exchange TopicCulture and Customs
7 pm© Amani Room
Admission Is FREE
PRSSA will be having a meeting Thurs.. Mar. 2
in Rm. 117 BA al 7 pm. Plan to have your picture taken for The Key. Topic Resume and
Interviewing Worttshop.
SHRHSHRMSHRM
Society tor Human Resource
Management Meeting Tonight.
Speaker. Jim Bowers
BARm. 115 at 730 p.m.
All Majors Welcomail
(Semi-Professional dress)
SHRM SHRM SHHM

SOPHOMORE ALD MEMBERS
appl .cations for
Jo Anne J. Trow Award
will be available in 425 Student Services
starting Monday. Must be full time
slude-twirh3 5GPA
Applications due on
Match trjlh by SflOprn.

THE MIGHTY MIGHTY BUS TRIP
FALCON RADIO WFAL
listen and win a trip Io
Columbus
loaaelha
MIGHTY MIGHTY BOSSTONES
March 10 al the Newport Music Ha.

WELLNESS WEEK
Student RacraalIon Center
Wecover Yoga
Monday, March 8
7-Spm. Archery/GoH Room
Country Una Dancing Qaee
Tuesday, Ms re h7
8-gpm. Activity Ceniar
3 on 3 Basketball Tournament
Thursday, March 8
8-11 pm. Activity Ceniar
Sign up in tha SRC Main Office by March7

SERVICES OFFERED
FREE GRCCERESI Easy shopping Guide
reveals money-saving secrets. Send
(5.00/SASE to Box 205. Portage. OH 43451.
GOING TO DAYTONA7
(igtVperson. Booking direct
(avesl Suites, kitchenettes. all
beachfront in the heart of Spring
Break!! 1-800-888-7423
Pregnant? We can help. Free and confidential
pregnancy test, support, and Information. BG
Pregnancy Center. Call 354HOPE.
HESUME SERVICE
Get your Professional Custom RESUME
before Spring Break. Student Discount.

Call 372-5155 for info.
Valentines Day la around the comer.
Ship a bear and a balloon to thai special
someone. Prices start at (18.85. We have
bearsand balloons for al occasions. Visa and
Mastercard accepted.
Please call 1 -800-825-5887 en 1100

RESDENT STUDENT ASSOCIATION
PRESENTS
ONE HALL OF A SHOW
RESIDENCE HALL WEEK
FEBRUARY 28 - MARCH 3,1888

Attention Spnng Breakers!
Panama dry 8148
Cancun from 8428
Bahamas 8438
Jamaica (488
Quality Accornodabons
Daily Free Parties l
Endless Summer Tours

^^L^ln my book, SamB's,

Call Viokl 352-3358

my favorite BG restaurant,
deserves star billing. It's the
best place to eat between

PERSONALS

Toledo & Columbus ^^
TV Toledo Blade Rertauram Critic

•PI Beta Phi'
Congratulations to Kim Gernhard on her pearling lo Mark Hal.
•PI Beta Phi'
_
'PI Beta Phi'
Congratulations to Shannon Malone on her
pawling to Adam Sormhalter ol the University
of Michigan.
'Pi Beta Phi*

Wednesday, March 1
Hall Government Appreciation Day
■Minor, Mirror on the Well, who's the Skinniest ol Them al, Krelecher Catoterie,
8:00pm
•Campus Scavenger Hunt, Registration
4:00-4:30pm student Services 2nd floor.
Hunt 4:30-8:0Opm
•A Dr. Su.ss Story Hour, Rodgera First
West Lounge, 10:00pm
Thursday, March 2
Staff Apprecletlon Day
McDonald Carnlval-Around the Ouad
■Psychic Friends Connection, MacWeat
Main Lounge, 8:00pm
■Card/Board Games Play Night, MacEaat
First Floor Lounge, 8:00 pm
■HcJIdsys Around the World, MacNorth
Main Loung, 8:00pm

Check out our New gs Swirnwear
Collegiate Conhecson
531 Ridge St.
352-8333
Checker's Pub ' S. Main
Quarter Night • Thurs. 7-gpm
NO COVER

Friday, March 3
•Campus Roommate Gsme,
Commons, 6:30-8:30pm

DISNEY IS COMING!!
DISNEY IS COMINGII
Wednesday, Mar. eih
7:00pm-1007 BA Bldg.
2-2451 details
DISNEY IS COMING!!
DISNEY IS COMINGII

When's The Last
Time Tou Had A
Home Cooked Meal?
146 North Main ■ Bowling Green

Northeast

Residence Hell Week sponsors Include:
Rodger*, Ottenhauar, Prout, McDonald
Ouad, Krelecher Ouad, Kohl and Resident
Student Aaoocletlon.
Sigma Kappa' Sigma Kappa
Hey.SigKapsI
For the third year In a row...
you know me.
The hockey game on March 4th
is the place to be
So get your tickets
ASAPII
Sigma Love.
Frieda
Sigma Kappa * Sigma Kappa

ERIKASOBY
Congratulations on a successful
MIF-CA Conference! You dd a great
job aa Conference Manager! We are
so proud of youl You are the best
house director I
Love from Turn eland

FALCON RADIO AM 880 WFAL'a
BALLS OUT BINGO
Listen March 7, from S-Spm to
The Big Hairy Posse lo win priteal
Pick up your bingo card at the
WFAL aludlo In West Hal
From your modem rock authority
FALCON RADIO, WFAL

The LIMITED la HIRING!
JrJSr. Faeh. March, CSUIS.
ProoVProc, Mktg, Acet, Finance, or
HR ma|ora lor positions et
Corporste HdOtis.
US Clt liana with 2.7GP A or above.
Apply with resume al Co-op:
238 Adm. Bldg.-lntervlewe Mar. 888

FHEE FINANCIAL AID!
Over (8 Baon in private sector grants 8 scholarships Is now available. All students are eligible regardless of grades. Income, or parent's
Income. Let us help. Cal Student Financial
Services: 1-800-2834485 out. FSS442.

THE MIGHTY MIGHTY BUS TRIP
from
FALCON RADIO WFAL
Listen end win e trip lo

■ lac

NEW NEW NEW
Hillsdale Apts., Large studios
high vaulted ceilings, unique floor
plan and car ports.
12 mo. lease starts at »32B.
353-5800

itfBtfCA
ara hug* at our Evargrean 1 B0RM
Apt*. 215 E. Poej Rd. Ratklant
Manager on site 24 hr». Starts at
$310. 353-5800

1 bdrm, 223 N. Church St.,
Located behind the Public
Library, 3 min. walk to
Howard's or Downtown, starts
at$2767mo.
353-S800

Counselors Wanted Tnm down-fitness, co-ed.
NYS camp. 100 positions: sports, crafts, many
others. Camp Shane, Ferndale. NY 12734.
(914)271-4141.
COUNSELORS - INSTRUCTORS needed!
100 positions! Coed summer camp. Pocono
Mine, PA. Good salary/llpel (808)689-3339.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to $2000./month working on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour companies. World travel.
Seasonal A lull-time employment available. No
Experience necessary. For information call
1 -206-634-0468 exL C55443.
EASY money making opportunities at home.
ForFREE inlo, limned time only.
RUSHS.A.S.E. to P.O. Box 704. BG OH
43402.

Help Wanted *DJ
Gamers Is now accepting
applicationa for a DJ on
Friday * Saturday Nights!
Call Beval 352-8780!

Efficiency
Subleaser now through May 5. (180/mo
Can renew lease. 353-0708.
Close lo campus.

1726 E. Wooeter Street
(Behind B.P. Station)
Mastercard/Visa accepted
Cany Out Available

PIPhl'ThafaChl
Congratuiaiiona lo Anne Danringer on her
pesrlmgioThelaChiJoehHoua.
PIPIH'ThetaCN

MID AM MANOR

t

Summer only-walk to campus-Victorian home,
Ig. brm. share kits bath. Private parking, util
pd. Call 352-5817 or 352-7907.
Summer Subleasers
tor a 2 bdrm. apt.
Call 354-7508

Call 352 4966

Part-time position line service-counter sales at
Wood County Airport. 25 hrs/wk. Contact
Sandy Gotdley at 354-2908.

Need 3 Subleasers tor May.
3 bdrm. apartment. (425/mo. a
utilities Call 3523302 .

RESORT JOBS - Earn to (12/hr. A tips
Theme Parks. Hotels. Spas, 8 more. Tropical
A Mountain destinations. Cal 1-206-632-0150
exl R55442.

Subleaser Needed ASAP thru August.
(150/mo. Downtown, 3 blocks from campus.
Brooke: 353-0937.

Student Painters is looking tor highly motivated, hard working students to join our management firm. Gain valuable experience to improve your resume, average earnings between
(8000 - (10000. Positions are available In
select Cleveland suburbs. Akron, and Canton
which will be filled on e first come first serve
basis. For more mlormation call
1.600-54 3-3793.
Telemarketing Position Available
Evening hours. Whisshouse. OH.
Send resumes to: McVickor Insurance
5825 Weckerty Rd., wlntehouse, OH 43571.

2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat
and water included, air conditioning

#1 Awesome Spring Breakl Party Cruise 8
Days (278I Includes 12 Meals A 8 Free Parties' Great Beaches A Nightkfel A HUGE Party'
Spnng Break Travel 1-800-678-6386.
81 Awesome Florida's Spnng Break Hotspotsl
Cocoa Beach (Near Ctsney)-27 Acre Deluxe
Beachfront Resort 7 Nights (1581 Key West
(2291 Daylona Beach Room with Kitchen From
(12911-800-878-8388.
1966 Black Mustang
Clean, Good Condition
SI 600 OBO 352 2919

250

COUNSELORS 8 INSTRUCTORS
needed I
Private, coed summer camp In Pocono Mtns.,
NE Pennsylvania. Lohikan, Box 234BG.
KenHworth. NJ 07033. (908) 276-0998.

ALASKA BUMMER EMPLOVMENT-Fishing
Industry. Elan to (3,000-88.000 pkurmonrh A
benefits. MaleiFemaie. No experience necessary. (208) 54 S-4155exL A55445.

1 Third St. Apt 4, B.G. Resident Manager 352-

■

■
»

Subleasers Needed tor Summer.
ApiUpstair s ol house for 2-3 people.
New kitchen A bath.
Call Dan at 352-3016,
Subleasing 1 bdrm. apt. Unfurnished.
$395 < dec. Pets allowed. Wheel chair
accessible. Nice, quiet atmosphere.
Please call 353-3410, leave message.

FRIEDA FALCON
#4 Hockey
18 Basketball

<

Ferret
(100
3 month old, brown male, de-scented, al shots
and fixed. Call 352-0487.
Macintosh SE computer w/super-drlve and external hard drive. (400 OBO. Call (419)
B98-4619 after 4:30 or leave message.
MACINTOSH Computer.
Complete eyetem Including printer only

(5(8
Call Chris at 800-288-8888.

PIZZA ^6

Additional Plzzaa 55
OPEN FOR
LUNCH
FBI., SAT. * f
>V
SUN.
/
-\

wrth
coupon

Add Braad sticks S1.95

Coupon Expires 3/17/95

-^Jsorldb-t 352-5166:
1^1220

(ta. 1884

FOR FREE DEUVERY

VOTES IEST PIZZA II WOOD COMITY ■

SJJ

We are proud of you!
Your big day is almost
here! We will see you
at your beheading at
Anderson Arena
on March 4th at 1:30.

Love,
'your family

FOR SALE

(1750 weekly possible
mailing our circulars
For into cal 202 298 9065

♦ iLARGE
■ 1 ITEM

850 Scon Hamilton 2 baxs from camp,
Nice, furn, air, laund, reserved parking. 4 people max. No pets 10 mnth Lease (675 per mo.
12 mnth lease (820 per mo. 287-3233/ after
5:00 287-4255.
APIS

MOUNT VERNON APTS.

• NOW RENTING*
Choose from choice apartments within walking
distance to campus Summer 1995 and school year
1995-1996.

2 bdrm. 8 8 12 mo. lease Inc heat, hot water,
cooking A sewer. Conveniently located • close
to campus, library. A I-75. Clough A Mercer.
Univ. Village. 3520164.

2 BR fully furnished. Clean and quiet. Dishwashers. On site management. Most utilities induded. 12 mo. lease. Cal 354-0401.

Personfs) to split lease. Move In Jan. to May or
Jan. to Aug. -96 Univ. Cts.. 2 bdrm. (450/mo.
Heal S water md. Call 352-5092.

HELP WANTED

"
PiPni'PhlTau
Congratulations to Jeanne Sruber on her lavalierlng to Phi Tau Terry Bueey.
PiPni'PhlTau

12 month leases starting May 19.1995
122 N. Enterpr.se-1 Br-1 person- (340 . Utll
124 1/2N Enierprise-Effic -Ipor -(265.UM
«02 1/2 E Court-Elfic- 1 per -$265 . Unl
Sieve Smith 352-8817

Joe's Party Store. Must be 21. (5/hr; pt.time.
able to work days, nights A wkends. Call alter
7pm;419-878- 5680 or 419-533-7501.

PI KAPPA PHI

When you come to Bob
Evans, you are treated
like guests for a home
cooked meal.

Call 354-8800
1 or 2 bdrm. apts. or single room for male
Only a lew left.
Call today. 9 or 12 mo. leases.
Csrty Rentele * 3534325

SUMMER MANAGEMENT POSITIONS

3-4 summer subleasers needed tor a 3 badroom house including porch. Close to campus.
cal alter 5:00pm. 352-1888.

730-9:30

1 bedroom apartment, immediate
occupancy. Pets are allowed.

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS.
800 THIRD STREET
Now renting for 1995-96 8 summer 1995
2 BR A 1 BR units
Fully turn. A air conditioned
Convenient Location
Reasonable Rates

Golf - Sales
Part-time. 20-25 has, flexible schedule.
Call Mr. Winter at 1-419-882-1929.

SUMMER ENTREPRENEURIAL POSITIONS
Our company is now hiring hard-working, motivated, young entrepreneurs to run their own
business during the summer. Earn
(8000-dOOOO while gaining valuable experience. Limited positions are left in Cleveland.
Akron. Canton, and Youngstown areas. For
more mlormation call 1-800-869-9346

1 or 2 summer subleasers tor 1 bedroom
apt Reasonable ism. Cal 81353-2057.

PERSONALIZED GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
The deadline for placing orders for Personated Graduation Announcements tor May
Commencement Is March 17, 1995. Orders
may be placed al the gift counter In she University Bookstore.

III ll laji ll l ll Inc.

KITCHENS AND
CLOSETS,

Cashiers wanted, an shifts. Fun working environment, benefits, and shift differential. Apply
in person at Barney's 181 1/2 S. Main.

INTRAMURAL INDOOR SOCCER OFFICIALS NEEDED: MUST HAVE EXPERIENCE
MANDATORY CLINIC - MARCH 8. 7-10PM
PICK UP APPLICATION AND TEST AND RETURN TO 130 FIELD HOUSE BY MONDAY.
MARCH 8,1885.

PI KAPPA PHI

RESTAURANT

Campaign Staff
Tired ol Bumper Sucker Activism?
We have career opportunities available. Start
over Spring Break and the summer break and
work your way into a career. Hours are 1:30pm
- 10pm M-F, (325/wk. 241-7874 tor interview.
Immediate positions available.

WANTED

Need Mtney for Cosege?
Recorded message gives details: Cal (41B)
423-4211. or write Jean Kraft. M.Ed., 882 W.
Bigefow. Suite E-9. Finolay. OH 45840.

1 BDRM apt. ideally located between campus
A town. Very low rent. Completely furnished.
Available from May 7 - late August. Call for details 353-2187.

Call Coteen 372-2808 tor details

SPRING BREAK '95' Guaranteed lowest
prices U.S.A. Parry in Jamaica, Cancun. Bahamas. Florida, Padre. Organize group travel
free! Call for info A prices. SUN SPLASH
TOURS 1 800-426-7710.

RUSHTOrMHT

ztiEtiCA

352-7454.

lo see the
MIGHTY MIGHTY BOSSTONES
March 10 al the Newport Mualc Hal

LAGALAGALAGALAGA
The Lesbian and Gay Alliance
mil hold a meeting this
Thursday at 8:30 pm at the
Off Campus Student Center
MosleyHal.
Topic Butch It Up, Femme it Up.
Meetings are open to all Gay,
Lesbian, and Supportive Members
ol the community

1 and 2 8R apartments.
1 year, nine months, or summer leases.

Sales Clerk. Part time IS/24 hrs per week.
Must be hones neat, dependable, friendly, and
available weekends. Year round employment
preferred. Apply in person at Mike's Party Man.
1004 S. Main, BG. Wed. 3-8 through Fri. 3-10.
between 8am-4pm

Columbus
IT NEVER HURTS TO BE PREPARED...
Self-defense Training
7pm-gpm
March 2, g, 30. and April 8
(20.00 Advanced Registration Required
Register at the Rec Center Main Desk
Call the Prevention Center 2-2130 or the Rec
2-7482
tT NEVER HURTS TO BE PREPARED...

FOR RENT

GREAT RESUME BUILDER

Tueeday, February 28
lues. Night al the Movies, Oftenhauer Main
Lobby, 7:00pm
"Dating Game, Prout Mass Lounge, 7:30pm

372-0655*372-0555
'Pi Beta Phi'
Congratulations to Holly McKonm on her
pearling to Tony Rodr.
•PI Bee* Phi'

year.
'Musi have own car
'Must be energetic
'Must be able to make
commitment HI May 96

Monday, February 27
•Ice Cream lor Dinner, canned food donation for Martha'a Kitchen. Rodgera Men,
8:00pm

372-0555*372-0555
Will do typing
stiJrieaa

Student Pubticaiions is currently
accepting applicationa lor several
openings for the gf>96 school

Saturday, February 25
■Gospel leat, Kobacker Hall, 3:00pm

1-800-234-7007

Rickenbaker 100 Wan bass amp.
Sounds great. (ISO
Call Shane 372-4285.

ADVERTISING/MARKETING POSITIONS

■ *♦>

